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SPRING FIELD REPORT, MARCH-MAY 1995
Compiled by
W. Ross Silcock, P.O. Box 300, Tabor, IA 51653
INTRODUCTION
Vol. 63
I want to thank the contributors (I think!) for their hard
work and supplying me with some 2750 records from which to distill
this rather lengthy report. Everything submitted is potentially
valuable; my only comment is that brief details on unusual
observations such as early or late dates, etc. as well as fuller
descriptions of rarities should be provided. It is noteworthy that
we have almost as many reporters from the panhandle as from eastern
Nebraska.
The highlights of this season were varied. In general, there
were few record early dates; indeed, most arrival dates were a
little later than usual. There were, however, a few extremely early
arrival dates; dates this unusual should be briefly detailed (see
below for information on dates).
Certain species once considered accidental or casual are now
being found with some regularity; included are Eurasian Wigeon,
King Rail, possibly Sprague I s Pipit, and certain rare summer
resident warblers. On the other hand, certain species are being
reported on occasion which we would like to know more about;
observers could help with as much information on these sightings
as possible. Examples this year were Black Rail, the enigmatic
Carolina Chickadee, and Baird's Sparrow.
For rarity buffs, this was a great spring, with potentially no
fewer than four first state records: Little Gull, Glaucous-winged
Gull, White-winged Dove, and Virginia's Warbler (all subject to
Records Committee approval). Not quite as rare, but still great
finds, were Whimbrel, Cape May Warbler, and Black-throated Blue
Warbler.
Shorebirds were low in numbers, especially peeps, while
warblers were wonderful, with about 34 species recorded, including
several of the rarer species, and good numbers being counted. A
notable miss was Short-billed Dowitcher.
ABBREVIATIONS
Initials in parentheses refer to observers; a list follows
this report.
* = documented; please refer to Nebraska Bird Review (NBR)
54:74, 1986, for information about writing documentations of rare
sightings, and the Official List of the Birds of Nebraska (NBR
56:86, 1988), which indicates that all those birds whose status is
less than Regular, those which occur less often than 9-10 out of
each 10 years, should be documented. NBR 63:12-13, 1995 has the
current list of species requiring documentation by the Records
Committee. It is also important to document significantly early or
late sightings of Regular species. The best available reference for
such dates are papers by Johnsgard: NBR 48:26 (non-passerines) and
NBR 48:46 (passerines). 1980.
CLNWR= Crescent L NWR; e,w,n,s= cardinal directions; e NE=
generally east of a line from Knox Co s; FF= Fontenelle Forest;
FWA= Federal Waterfowl Area; L= Lake; LM= L McConaughy; NBR=
Nebraska Bird Review; nNE: generally the area including Cherry Co
e to Knox Co and the area southward but not including Platte R
counties; NE= Nebraska; NM= National Monument; NNF= Nebraska
National Forest; NPNWR= North Platte NWR; NWR= National Wildlife
Refuge; R= River; Res= Reservoir; s NE= generally Platte R counties
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from Keith e to Hall and s to Kansas; SHP= state Historical Park;
SL~ sewage lagoon(s); SP= state Park; SRA= state Recreation Area;
UNL~ University of Nebraska-Lincoln; w NE= the panhandle; WMA=
Wildlife Management Area; WPA= Waterfowl Production Area.
GAZETTEER
Place names are not listed here; they can be located in a road
atlas. counties are in parentheses.
Arbor Day Farm (otoe); Arbor Lake WMA (Lancaster); Ayr L (Adams);
Base L (Sarpy, Offutt Air Force Base); Boystown L (Douglas);
Branched Oak Res (Lancaster, SRA, WMA); Buckskin Hills L (Dixon);
Burchard Lake WMA (Pawnee); Carter Canyon (Scotts Bluff); Carter P.
Johnson L (Sioux, Fort Robinson SP); Chappell L (Deuel); Chet Ager
Nature Center (Lancaster); Clear Creek WMA (Keith); Cochran L
(Scotts Bluff); Crescent L NWR (Garden); Crystal Cove L (Dakota);
cunningham L (Douglas); DeSoto Bend NWR (Washington); Facus springs
(Morrill) ; Fontenelle Forest (Sarpy) ; Fort Atkinson SHP
(Washington); Funk Lagoon WPA (Phelps); Griess WPA (Fillmore);
Hansen Lagoon WPA (Clay); Harvard Marsh WPA (Clay); Holmes L
(Lancaster); Hormel Park (Dodge); Hummel Park (Douglas); Indian
Cave SP (Nemaha, Richardson); Jack Sinn SWMA (Lancaster,
Saunders) ; James Ranch (Sioux); Kilpatrick L (Box Butte); Kissinger
Basin WMA (Clay); L Babcock (Platte); L Ogallala (Keith); L Yankton
(Cedar); Lewis and Clark L (Knox); Mallard Haven WPA (Fillmore);
Massie Lagoon WPA (Clay); Meat Animal Research Center (Clay);
Monroe Canyon (Sioux); Neale Woods (Washington); North Lake Basin
WMA (Seward); North Platte NWR (Scotts Bluff); Oliver Res
(Kimball); Omadi Bend WMA (Dakota, adjacent to and known as snyder
Bend in Iowa); Pawnee Lake SRA (Lancaster); Pine Ridge:
pine-covered escarpment in n Sioux, Dawes, and nw Sheridan Cos.;
Pintail WMA (Hamilton); Ponderosa WMA (Dawes); Prairie Dog Marsh
WPA (Kearney); Rainwater Basin: large wetland complex in sc and se
NE w of Big Blue R drainage; Salt L (Lancaster); Sandpiper WPA
(Clay); Schramm Park SRA (Sarpy); Sinninger Lagoon WPA (York);
Smiley Canyon (sioux); Sowbelly Canyon (Sioux); Springer WPA
(Hamilton); Stagecoach L (Lancaster); Standing Bear L (Douglas);
Summit Res SRA (Burt); Sutherland Res (Lincoln); Theesen Lagoon WPA
(Clay); Two Rivers SRA/WMA (Douglas); University L (Sioux); Walgren
Lake SRA (Sheridan); Wehrspann L (Sarpy); weis Lagoon WPA
(Fillmore); West Hat Creek Canyon (Sioux); Wildcat Hills (scotts
Bluff and Banner); Wilderness Park (Lancaster); wild Rose Ranch
( (Hall); wildwood WMA (Lancaster); Wyuka Cemetery (Lancaster);
Youngson Lagoon WPA (Kearney); Zorinsky L (Douglas).
SPECIES ACCOUNTS
NOTE: If no reports were received of a Regular species, this is
noted.
Common Loon: Migrants passed through e NE 25 Mar (LP,BP), rather
early, through 13 Apr (JoJ) with best count only 3 at Standing
Bear L 12-13 Apr (NR,JoJ), and a rather late bird at DeSoto Bend
NWR 22 May (JoJ). As usual, most later reports were from w NE; up
to 3 were at NPNWR 3-11 May (LKo,LMa) and singles were at
.Chap~ell L and Oliver Res on 25 and 26 May respectively (BP,LP).
P1ed-b111ed Grebe: Earliest in e NE was 1 at Base L on 9 Mar (KCR);
b~st count was 31 at Crystal Cove L on 28 Mar (BFH). In w NE
f1rst were at CLNWR on 11 Apr (MFr), while best count was only
10, at CLNWR on 20 May (MFr) and NPNWR on 11 May (LKo). Nesting
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may occur anywhere in NE, and so birds still present in May
should be checked for evidence.
Horned Grebe: Migrants appeared in good numbers statewide; in e NE
earliest was 1 at summit Res SRA on 12 Mar (JoJ) , best count was
15 at Funk Lagoon WPA (Lra,RHa), while last was 1 at Salt L on 3
May (SJD). In w NE, earliest was 1 at CLNWR on 18 Apr (MFr) , best
count was 9 at NPNWR on 3 May (LMa) , and latest were 3 still at
NPNWR on 11 May (LKo,LMa).
Eared Grebe: Migrants are more numerous in w NE, where the species
is a summer resident; earliest for the state, however, were 4 at
Funk Lagoon WPA (LRa,RHa), but best count for the state was 143
at CLNWR on 3 May (MFr). In e NE earliest and best count, low by
w standards, were the 6 at Standing Bear L on 9 Apr (JoJ) , while
last in the e was 1 at Buckskin Hills Lon 13 May (JJo). A good
count for the Rainwater Basin was the 51 at Funk Lagoon WPA on 6
May (JoJ,GeJ); 40 were still there 27 May (LRa,RHa).
western Grebe: The only reports from e NE were of 1-2 at Branched
Oak Res 30 Apr-3 May (WRS,SJD). Other reports were from Keith Co.
W; earliest was at CLNWR on 9 Apr (MFr) and high count was "a
wild estimate" of 4500 spread allover LM on 22 Apr (WRS) ,
indicating peak migration. Rather late for the location was 1 at
Funk Lagoon WPA 27 May (LRa,RHa).
Clark's Grebe: The only reports of this scarce migrant were of
singles at Funk Lagoon WPA on 19 Apr (SJD) and at L Ogallala on
5 May (JoJ,GeJ).
American White Pelican: Earliest migrants were in eNE, where 5
were at Omadi Bend WMA 25 Mar (BFH) , while in the w earliest were
43 at NPNWR on 1 Apr (LMa). Best counts were 800 at Funk Lagoon
WPA on 15 Apr (LRa,RHa) and 300 over FF on 17 Apr (BP,LP); as
many as 100 were seen along Highway 2 in Grant Co. as late as 26
May (NR,IR) and 27 were at Funk Lagoon WPA on 27 May (LRa,RHa),
rather far s for this date. Stragglers often linger into June in
the nw half of NE.
Double-crested Cormorant: Largest numbers occur in e NE during
migration; earliest there was 1 at DeSoto Bend NWR on 15 Mar
(JOJ) , best counts were an amazing 3400 at Branched Oak Res on 27
Apr (SJD) and 350 at Funk Lagoon WPA on 22 Apr (LRa,RHa).
Earliest in w NE were 2 at CLNWR on 4 Apr (LMa) , and best count
there was 90 at NPNWR on 25 Apr (LKo). A few straggle into June;
latest for this period were 1 at West Point 28 May (LEi) and 3 s
of Gering on 31 May (AKe).
American Bittern: Earliest were singles at CLNWR on 12 Apr (LMa)
and at DeSoto Bend NWR on 22 Apr (JoJ). Last in e NE were singles
at Jack Sinn SWMA on 11 May (JGu,JoJ) and at Arbor Lake WMA the
same day (JMo). One at Weis Lagoon WPA as late as 21 May
(LRa,RHa) suggests possible nesting, while encouraging was an
excellent count of 8 at CLNWR on 17 May (LMa).
Least Bittern: None were reported.
Great Blue Heron: Earliest was surprisingly from the Pine Ridge,
where 1 was at the James Ranch 13 Mar (SLe); it may have wintered
nearby. Best count was 48 at CLNWR on 14 May (MFr) , where nesting
occurs, while presumed migrants were 20 along Highway 29 in Sioux
Co. on 8 Apr (HKH).
Great Egret: Incredibly early, and possibly wintering nearby, was
1 in Hall Co. on 10 Mar (LLF); there are few Mar records.
Earliest migrant was also very early at Sacramento-wilcox WMA on
25 Mar (LRa,RHa), high count was 6 birds 1 mile e of Ceresco on
1 May (JoJ) , and latest was at Schramm Park SRA 19 May (JMo).
Scarce westerly, furthest w reports were the Hall Co. report
above and a single at Lewellen on 30 Apr (JMo).
Snowy Egret: Seven were reported; earliest was 1 near Weis Lagoon
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WPA on 15 Apr (SJD), and latest were singles at Ayr L on 8 May
(SJD) and in Dixon Co. on 10 May (JJo). Best count was 3 at
Fahrenholz Ponds 22 Apr (JJo), and most westerly, 1 at Lewellen
23 Apr (WRS).
Little Blue,Heron: None were reported; this species is rare,
however, ~n spr~ng.
cattle Egret: Widely reported in e and c NE, earliest were singles
at pintail WMA and Springer WPA on 14 Apr (JoJ), best count,
modest compared to last year, was 36 at the Meat Animal Research
Center on 6 May (SJD), and latest, 21 near Nebraska City on 21
May (LLF) and 1 at a marsh 2 miles e of Funk Lagoon WPA on 29 May
(LRa,RHa). None were reported w of the Rainwater Basin:
Green Heron: None were reported w of Hall Co., and only 6 ~n total;
earliest was 1 near Tekamah on 30 Apr (JoJ).
Black-crowned Night-Heron: Earliest for this statewide migrant were
2 in Sarpy Co. on 12 Apr (BP,LP) and another at CLNWR on 18 Apr
(MFr). Best count was a meager 4 at Wehrspann Lon 26 Apr (JoJ).
Last in the e, where summering is rare, was 1 at Arbor Lake WMA
on 13 May (LEi).
Yellow-crowned Night-Heron: None were reported.
White-faced Ibis: Another statewide migrant, most common in c NE,
earliest were 7 at Sinninger Lagoon WPA 14-17 Apr (SJD,JoJ). Best
count was at Weis Lagoon WPA, where up to 39 were present 8-10
May (SJD), while latest were 2 near Hershey on 25 May (BP,LP).
Tundra Swan: The only report was of 2 carefully-studied birds mixed
with 5 Trumpeter Swans at Cunningham L on 17 Mar (JoJ).
Trumpeter Swan: The above report involved 5 birds of this species,
obviously migrants, at Cunningham L on 17 Mar (JoJ). Other
reports were of nesting pairs at a marsh near Whitman 1 May (JMo)
and 26 May (NR,IR), at CLNWR on 20 May (MFr), and w of Valentine
on 26 May (NR,IR).
Greater white-fronted Goose: The huge numbers at Funk Lagoon WPA at
the start of the period declined to 6000 by 1 Apr (SJD), and most
had departed the Rainwater Basin by 10 May (SJD). A good e count
was 150 at Pawnee Lake SRA on 12 Mar (LEi); last in e NE was at
Jack Sinn SWMA on 11 May (JGu), although another lingered until
27 May at Funk Lagoon WPA (LRa,RHa). Most of the interior united
states birds of this species migrate through the Rainwater
Basin.
Snow Goose: An estimated 1 million were at Mallard Haven WPA and
nearby potholes in Fillmore and clay Cos. through 2 Mar (SJD).
Latest large group was 1000 in York Co. on 1 Apr (LEi), although
1 was at Funk Lagoon WPA on 27 May (LRa,RHa). In w NE best count
was 800 at Cochran L on 28 Mar (AKe), while only 11 remained at
CLNWR on 15 Apr (MFr).
Ross' Goose: Few were noted. Several were in a flock with Snows at
Cochran L on 28 Mar (AKe). Latest in the Rainwater Basin was at
Weis Lagoon WPA on 9 May (SJD).
Canada Goose: Migrants were in the Missouri R valley at the start
of the period (KCR,JJo); best count was 250 in Dixon Co. on 13
Mar (JJo). In the w, first at CLNWR were seen 1 Apr (MFr) and at
Carter P. Johnson L on 23 Mar (SLe), where the species apparently
does not winter. About 10,000 were seen in the North Platte
valley in Garden Co. 5 Mar (WRS), and 100,000 in the Rainwater
Basin the same day (WRS). Nesting was underway in Saunders Co. by
26 Mar (THo), goslings were noted in Scotts Bluff Co. on 29 Apr
(AKe) and 2 broods were at Oliver Res 22 Apr (WRS).
Bar~acle Goose: This species has not been accepted to the NE State
L~st.as Y7ti it is difficult to determine whether sightings are
Of,w~ld.b~rds. One was reported from a sandpit s of the Odessa
br~dge ~n n Phelps County on 9 Mar 1995 (LCC,ANi). The only other
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report of this species in NE is of 1 collected in otoe County ~
Nov 1968 (NBR 37:2; Bray et al., Birds of Nebraska, 1986).
Wood Duck: Earliest in e NE were 4 at cunningham L on 3 Mar
(NR,IR), while in w NE an excellent count of 46 were at NPNWR b~
14 Apr (LKo) and 7 were in Dundy Co. on 30 Mar (LMa). Another
good count was 51 at NPNWR on 24 May (LKo) , an indication of
breeding numbers in the w, where at least 1 was as far nw as
Whitney L on 29 May (NR,IR).
Green-winged Teal: Earliest were 2 in n Phelps County on 4 Mar
(LRa,RHa) and 60 at NPNWR on 9 Mar (LMa) , while best count was an
excellent 1075 at CLNWR on 25 Apr (LMa). Numbers decline rapidly
into late May, as few breed in the state; there were only 2 at
CLNWR by 24 May (MFr) , and the latest in e NE were 2 at Arbor
Lake WMA on 21 May (LEi) and 3 in York County the same day
(LRa,RHa) .
American Black Duck: None were reported.
Mallard: High count at NPNWR was 6533 on 28 Mar (LKO).
Northern Pintail: Earliest where none wintered were 6 at Base L on
9 Mar (BP,LP) and 20 at NPNWR on 9 Mar (LMa); 293 were at NPNWR
by 15 Mar (LKo). Best count was 1980 at Funk Lagoon WPA on 17 Mar
(LMa) •
Blue-winged Teal: Earliest were in e NE; 2 were e of Funk Lagoon
WPA on 11 Mar (LRa,RHa) and 2 were at Cunningham L on 13 Mar
(JoJ) , but 3 at Funk Lagoon WPA on 17 Mar (LMa) were close
behind. Best counts were 705 at CLNWR on 9 May (LMa) and 500 at
Sinninger Lagoon WPA on 16 Apr (JoJ). A partial albino was at
Weis Lagoon WPA on 8 May (SJD).
Cinnamon Teal: Rare e of the Rainwater Basin, 1-2 were with
Blue-wings at FF 24 Mar-5 Apr (BP,LP,NR,IR), and singles were in
se Burt Co. on 12 Apr (JOJ) and at DeSoto Bend NWR on 14 Apr
(JoJ). Earliest by far was a male at Mallard Haven WPA on 1 Mar
(SJD); next in the Rainwater Basin were 2 at Funk Lagoon WPA on
1 Apr (SJD). About 15 in all were noted in the Rainwater Basin,
where it is an uncommon migrant, through 9 May (SJD,LRa,RHa),
including a Blue-winged hybrid male at Sinninger Lagoon WPA
16-21 Apr (SJD). Facus Springs is a summer locality, and 4 were
there 30 Apr (JMo) , while best count was 10 at CLNWR on 9 May
(LMa).
Northern Shoveler: Earliest was at Base L on 1 Mar (KCR) , followed
by 1 in s Lancaster Co. on 7 Mar (JGu) and 2 at NPNWR on 9 Mar
(LMa). Best count was 1920 at NPNWR on 25 Apr (LMa) , but in e NE
best count was only 50 in Pierce Co. on 29 Apr (JJo). An albino
female was at Sinninger Lagoon WPA on 21 Apr (SJD). Last in e NE
was 1 at Arbor Lake WMA on 21 May (LEi).
Gadwall: Earliest were 4 at Base L on 9 Mar (BP,LP) and 4 at NPNWR
the same day (LMa) , except for a male on a small pond in Sowbelly
Canyon 4 Mar (WRS). Best counts were 1250 at Funk Lagoon WPA on
17 Mar (LMa) and 1000 at Lewis and Clark L on 18 Mar (BFH). Last
in e NE were 2 at Stagecoach L on 7 May (LEi).
Eurasian Wigeon: Three males were detected; extensive coverage of
especially the Rainwater Basin in recent years is revealing that
this species is probably a regular spring migrant in NE. One was
at Prairie Dog Marsh WPA 18 Mar (LP,BP), another was at Pintail
WMA on 2 Apr (JoJ,GeJ) and the third was at Facus Springs on 4
Apr (AKe).
American Wigeon: Earliest were 5 at Funk Lagoon WPA on 5 Mar (WRS).
Best counts were 2581 at NPNWR on 14 Apr (LKo) , 1260 at Funk
Lagoon WPA on 17 Mar (LMa) , and 50 at Pawnee SRA on 12 Mar (LEi).
Latest in e NE was 1 at FF on 2 May (NR,IR), while in w NE, where
the few NE breeders occur, the latest at University L was seen 2
May (HKH) and at NPNWR only 31 remained on 11 May (LKo).
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canvasback: Earliest were 7 at Boystown L on 3 Mar (NR,IR), 2 at
Base Lon 9 Mar (BP,LP), and 20 at NPNWR the same day (LMa). Best
count was 170 at CLNWR on 12 Apr (LMa). Uncommon as a breeder in
NE late birds included 2 as far e as Hamilton Co. as late as 5
May (JoJ) , a single in Morrill Co. on 19 May (LMa) , 5 at CLNWR on
20 May (MFr) , and 2 along Highway 2 in Sheridan Co. on 26 May
(NR, IR) •
Redhead: Apart from wintering birds in c NE (LRa,RHa), earliest
were 1 at Base L on 9 Mar (BP,LP) and 230 at NPNWR on the same
day (LMa). Best counts were an impressive 7038 at NPNWR on 15 Mar
(LKo) and, in eNE, 250 at the Wayne SL on 15 Mar (JJo). Last in
e NE were a pair at Burchard Lake WMA on 7 May (BP,LP). Breeding
is not known this far s, but does occur rarely in the Rainwater
Basin, where 12 were at Funk Lagoon WPA as late as 6 May (JOJ).
Ring-necked Duck: Rather early were 5 at Keystone L on 1 Mar
(NR,IR); these probably wintered in the area. Migrants appeared
9 Mar, with 55 at Base L (BP,LP) and 2 at NPNWR (LMa). Best
counts were 872 at NPNWR on 14 Apr (LKo) and, in eNE, 100 at
Pawnee SRA on 12 Mar (LEi). Last in c and e NE were 5 in
Fillmore county on 21 May (LRa,RHa) and 9 at Fahrenholz Ponds on
13 May (JJo) , while in the w 28 were still at CLNWR on 24 May
(MFr). This species is a rare breeder in NE.
Greater scaup: There were 3 reports: singles were at Pintail WMA on
19 Mar (JoJ) , Summit Lake BRA on 12 Mar (JOJ) , and, last for the
state were 4 at Conestoga L on 16 Apr (JoJ). Spring migration
data is scarce for this species.
Lesser Scaup: Apart from wintering birds in c NE (LRa,RHa),
earliest were 20 at Base L on 9 Mar (BP,LP) and 6 at NPNWR the
same day (LMa). Best counts were 2880 at CLNWR on 25 Apr (LMa)
and, in eNE, 193 at Burchard Lake WMA on 26 Mar (WRS). Latest in
e NE were singles near Blair on 23 May (JoJ) and at Funk Lagoon
WPA on 27 May (LRa,RHa).
oldsquaw: The only report was of a very late single at CLNWR on 25
Apr (LMa); this may be the latest NE spring report.
white-winged scoter: An apparent adult female was at Standing Bear
L on 12 Apr (JoJ,NR,IR); despite daily checks, none were seen
until another, probably different, adult female appeared on
Cunningham L 21 Apr, remaining until 4 May (JoJ). This is a very
late date, possibly the latest for NE.
Common Goldeneye: Best spring count of this winter duck was a
modest 60 at Gering SL on 20 Mar (AKe). Latest were 2 at NPNWR on
2 May (LMa).
Bufflehead: Earliest were 3 in Buffalo County on 10 Mar (LRa,RHa)
and, in w NE, 25 at Gering SL on 20 Mar (AKe). Best count was
1440 at CLNWR on 25 Apr (LMa). Latest in e NE was 1 at Cunningham
Lon 15 May (JoJ) , while in c NE a female was at Funk Lagoon WPA
on 27 May (LRa,RHa), and in w NE a male was at LM on 18 May
(SJD). This species does not breed in NE.
Hooded Merganser: None were reported w of Lancaster (LEi) and Cedar
Cos; earliest were 6 at Summit Res SRA on 2 Mar (JoJ) , best count
was 11 at L Yankton on 18 Mar (BFH), and latest was 1 at Base L
on 13 May (KCR). Nesting is apparently almost unknown in NE.
Common Merganser: As many as 1100 were at NPNWR as early as 9 Mar
(LMa); 650 were there 14 Apr (LKo) , and numbers declined to only
5 by 24 May (LKo). In e NE best count was 450 in Lancaster Co. on
8 Apr (LEi) and latest were 3 in n Saunders Co. on 14 Apr (THo).
Red~breastedMerganser: This species is mainly a Missouri R valley
mlgrant, but a few were reported from w NE: 4 were at NPNWR on 29
Apr (AKe) , and 1-2 were at CLNWR 30 Apr (LMa) through 3 May
(LMa,MFr). Earliest in e NE was 1 at DeSoto Bend NWR on 12 Mar
(JoJ) , best counts were 25 at L Yankton on 18 Mar (BFH) and 18 at
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cunningham L on 13 Apr (JoJ) , and latest were 1 in n Saunders
Co. on 9 May (NR,IR) and 2 at DeSoto Bend NWR on 10 May (JoJ).
Ruddy Duck: Unusual were 17 which wintered on university L; 4 were
still there 31 May (HKH). No others were reported in w NE until
116 appeared at CLNWR on 12 Apr (LMa) , also the best w NE count.
Earliest elsewhere was 1 at Youngson Lagoon WPA on 12 Mar
(LRa,RHa). Best counts in c NE was 150 at Funk Lagoon WPA on 6
May (LRa,RHa) and in e NE 100 were on stagecoach L 8 Apr (LEi).
Latest in e NE were 2 at Stagecoach L on 21 May (LEi).
Turkey Vulture: This species appears earliest in eNE, the first in
otoe Co. on 21 Mar (LLF) and at Schramm SRA the same day (JGu).
Earliest in w NE was 1 at NPNWR on 1 Apr (LMa). Best count was 16
at NPNWR on 29 Apr (AKe).
Osprey: Earliest were singles in n Saunders Co. on 14 Apr (THo) and
in w NE at NPNWR on 25 Apr (LKo). A very good count was the 7 at
Branched Oak Res on 27 Apr (SJD). Latest were singles s of Gering
on 12 May (AKe) and at Dodge Park on 15 May (JoJ).
Bald Eagle: Best counts were only 13 at Weis Lagoon WPA on 5 Mar
(WRS) and 12 at Branched Oak Res on 12 Mar (LEi); latest was 1 in
Douglas Co. on 4 Apr (NR,IR). A nest with 2 chicks was at NPNWR
(AKe) , where 4 birds were present 24 May (LKo), and 2 birds at
Wolf Lake in n Saunders Co. on 21 May (THo) may have been nesting
in the area.
Northern Harrier: Best counts were 7 at Summit Res SRA on 12 Apr
(JoJ) and as many as 8 as late as 13 May in Dixon Co. (JJo) , the
last for eNE, where nesting is rare.
Sharp-shinned Hawk: There was "no sign of nesting" at the Saunders
Co. site used last year (THo); the latest for the state was 1 at
Schramm SRA on 13 May (JMo).
cooper's Hawk: A pair was at a nest at a site possibly used last
year also at Schramm SRA on 22 May (JMo); an immature was in the
area also 11 May (BP,LP). Other late birds were in Dixon Co. on
24 May (JJo) and at Two Rivers SRA/WMA on 20 May (LMa). Such late
birds may be nesting.
Red-shouldered Hawk: The breeding birds at FF arrived 6 Mar
(NR,IR). Rarely seen away from FF, 1 was in Cass Co. 2 May
(GWo,KDG) and another was at Two Rivers SRA/WMA on 20 May (LMa).
Breeding is unknown away from the FF site, at least for the last
35 years or so. Most unexpected, and one of very few w NE
records, was 1 at CLNWR on 29 Mar (LMa).
Broad-winged Hawk: An incredibly early report was from the Missouri
R valley for 28 Mar; no details were provided for what would be
the earliest NE record. Next was 1 at 135th and Center in Omaha
on 26 Apr (JoJ). No more than 2 were reported at a time, and last
migrant (presumably) was an immature at Schramm SRA on 19 May
(JMo). Few have been reported the last 2 years. Encouraging was
the presence of at least 1 bird at FF as late as 29 May
(BP,LP,WRS); nesting apparently succeeded (see Summer report;
BP,LP). This species is reported regularly from w NE but is
uncommon there; singles were at Gering on 7 May (LMa) and at
CLNWR on 9 May (LMa).
Swainson's Hawk: Rather early was 1 in s sioux Co. on 5 Apr (HKH);
next in w NE was 1 at CLNWR on 21 Apr (MFr). In eNE, where the
species is essentially a migrant, 12 were over Sinninger Lagoon
WPA on 15 Apr (JGu) , the best count. Rather late were 2 as late
as 13 May in Dixon Co. (JJo) and another in Webster Co. on 8 May
(NR, IR) •
Ferruginous Hawk: Nesting was underway by 25 Apr in s sioux Co.
(HKH). None were reported from c or e NE.
Rough-legged Hawk: Few were reported; best count was 6 in Dixon Co.
on 1 Mar (JJo) , while latest were 1 in Cass Co. on 1 May
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(GWo,KDG), a light-phase bird at Funk Lagoon WPA on 28 Apr (SJD) ,
and a single at NPNWR on 25 Apr (LKo).
G lden Eagle: None were reported away from the panhandle, although
0 1 waS rather late in the w Sandhills at CLNWR (LMa); nesting is
rare away from rock outcrops.
American Kestrel: Best count was about 20 in c NE 22 Apr (LRa,RHa).
Rare in winter in nw NE away from the Platte valley, spring
arrivals were noted 30 Mar at James Ranch (SLe) and 1 Apr at
CLNWR (MFr). A banding project with birds nesting in boxes on
1-80 signs between Omaha and Lincoln resulted in 44 chicks
banded with 15-20 more as yet unbanded (RGr); such nest boxes
have b~en extremely successful in helping this species summer in
e NE.
Merlin: A winter visitor over most of NE, although uncommon in the
east latest in e NE were a female near Hastings on 29 Apr (SJD)
and ~ male in se Hamilton Co. on 21 Apr (AFa fide SJD). Last in
w NE was 1 in sioux Co. on 4 May (LMa); this species nests on
rare occasions in nw NE.
peregrine Falcon: Continuing its resurgence of recent years, at
least 15 birds were reported statewide. Earliest were singles at
Funk Lagoon WPA on 19 Apr (SJD) and at CLNWR on 21 Apr (MFr) , and
latest were singles at Two Rivers SRA/WMA on 16 May (JGu) and in
sw Kimball Co. on 18 May (SJD). Nesting was underway at the
reestablishment site on the Woodmen Tower in Omaha.
prairie Falcon: Most easterly report, indeed the only such report,
was of 1 in Dixon Co. on 5 Mar (JJo). This species is less common
in e NE than Merlin in winter and spring. Rather far e for the
date was 1 n of Ogallala on 18 May (SJD); nesting is unknown e of
the panhandle. Nesting was underway in s sioux Co. (HKH).
Gray Partridge: At a low ebb recently, the only report was of 1-2
in its stronghold of Dixon Co. 27 Apr and 13 May (JJo).
Ring-necked Pheasant: A good count was 75 near Norman on 16 Apr
(LRa,RHa) .
Greater prairie-Chicken: The presence of 2 in n otoe Co. on 31 Mar
(LLF) was unexpected; at this time of year such birds may be from
populations to the northwest such as in the Sandhills, as there
is a tendency in this species to move southeastward in winter on
occasion. At the edge of the range also were 2 in Kearney Co. on
17 Mar (LMa) , 1 in wc Phelps Co. on 28 Apr (SJD) and 1 ne of
Riverton on 7 May (LRa,RHa), the latter two probably breeding
locatiions. A visit to the blinds at Burchard Lake WMA on 26 Mar
yielded 24 males and 1 female, with a further 9 seen nearby
(WRS) .
Sharp-tailed Grouse: Best count was 23 at CLNWR on 12 Apr (LMa).
None were reported e of this location.
wild Turkey: Best count was only 15, a flock resident in n Saunders
Co. (THo).
Northern Bobwhite: Most westerly were 2 in Morrill Co. on 12 May
(LMa); this species is regular this far w in the Platte valley.
Black Rail: A report was received of 1 at CLNWR on 31 May,
unfortunately without additional information such as whether it
was heard or seen, and circumstances of the sighting. Although
the literature contains a report of 1 tape-recorded at CLNWR 18
May 1978, the recorder has since stated that the recording was
more likely of a Virginia Rail (Bray et al., The Birds of
Nebraska, 1986). A spring overshoot would not be totally
.unexp:cted, however, as the species nests regularly in c Kansas.
K1n~ Ra1l: Two reports were received; this species may be rather
w1despread in small numbers in most areas of NE with suitable
h~bitat, as reports in recent years have indicated. This year
s1ngles were at Jack Sinn SWMA on 11 May (JGu) and at Wild Rose
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Ranch on 18 May (fide NR).
Virginia Rail: Earliest were in w NE; 1 was calling in s sioux Co.
15 Apr (HKH) , and another was at CLNWR on 24 Apr(MFr). In e NE
earliest was 1 at Jack Sinn SWMA on 6 May (JGu) , best count was
6 at Cunningham Lon 7 May (JoJ) , and latest was 1 near Wakefield
on 12 May (JJo).
Sora: Earliest were in w NE, with 2 at CLNWR on 24 Apr (MFr,LMa).
Best count was 10 at Jack Sinn SWMA on 7 May (JGu) and 10 at
Cunningham L the same day (JoJ). Last in eNE, where breeding is
rare, were 2 at Arbor Lake WMA on 11 May (LEi).
American coot: Earliest was 1 at Base L on 7 Mar (KCR) , but in w NE
none appeared until 28 Mar, when 182 were at NPNWR (LKo). Best
counts were 1050 at CLNWR on 25 Apr (LMa) , 1036 at NPNWR the same
day (LKo) , and, in eNE, a mere 250 at Base L on 19 Apr (KCR).
Where nesting does not occur in eNE, migrants departed by 21
May, when 15 were at Arbor Lake WMA (LEi).
Sandhill Crane: Large numbers were still in the Rainwater Basin 17
Mar, when 36500 were estimated (LMa). There were still as many as
250 at Funk Lagoon WPA on 19 Apr (SJD); latest in the Rainwater
Basin was 1 at North Lake Basin WMA on 30 Apr (WRS). Easterly
were an unexpectedly large group of 500 in Dixon Co. on 2 Apr
(JJo) , and a single at Two Rivers SRA/WMA on 11 May (NR,IR). In
w NE 2000 were near Lisco on 5 Mar (WRS) and 292 were at NPNWR on
28 Mar (LKo) and last were over James Ranch on 3 May (SLe).
Whooping Crane: The only report was of 2 adults at Funk Lagoon WPA
17-19 Apr (SJD).
Black-bellied Plover: The only reports of this uncommon migrant
were from the Rainwater Basin; 5 were at Pintail Marsh WPA 15-23
Apr (SJD) , and a very good count of 24 was made at LM on 18 May
(SJD) .
American Golden~Plover: Only about 18 were reported; this is also
an uncommon migrant in spring. Earliest were 1 at
Sacramento-wilcox WMA on 1 Apr (LRa,RHa) and 3 in basic plumage
at Hansen Lagoon WPA on 2 Apr (JoJ) , both very early dates. Best
count was 10 near Dakota City on 30 Apr (BFH) , and last was 1 at
LM on 18 May (SJD). It was also reported in Cass Co. on 27 Apr
(GWo,KDG), and 2 were at Ayr L on 5 May (LLF).
Snowy Plover: Only casual in occurrence, 2 were found. Singles were
at Kissinger Basin WMA and Ayr L on 6 May (SJD). There are only
about 20 records for NE.
semipalmated Plover: Earliest were 6 at Harvard Marsh WPA on 14 Apr
(JoJ), best count was 16 at Dakota City on 30 Apr (BFH) , and
latest were 2 at NPNWR on 24 May (LKo). Only about 32 birds were
reported.
Piping Plover: Good numbers moved through the Rainwater Basin in
the period 20-29 Apr, when at least 16 were counted (SJD). Other
e NE reports included 1 at Zorinsky L on 27 Apr (JOJ) , 2 at
Dakota City on 30 Apr (BFH) , and 1 at Branched Oak Res on 3 May
(JMo). At known breeding localities, 1 was at Two Rivers SRA/WMA
on 20 May (LMa) , and up to 5 were in the LM area 22 Apr-16 May
(WRS,LMa,JoJ,LLF). Very weird was 1 w of Chadron, where it is
rare to begin with, on 1 May in wet snow on a highway before
sunrise (JMo).
Killdeer: Earliest were in Sarpy Co. on 7 Mar (KCR) and Cass Co. on
10 Mar (GWO,KDG), while in w NE earliest was in s Sioux Co. on 10
Mar (HKH). Best counts were modest: 30 in Dixon Co. on 9 Apr
(JJo) and 34 at CLNWR on 25 Apr (LMa) , although "giant numbers"
were near Gibbon on 15 Mar (LRa,RHa). A nest with eggs was found
in the Pine Ridge 16 May; the young fledged 24 May (SLe).
Hountain Plover: Rare in NE, and often very difficult to find, 2
adults and a nest with 3 eggs were located at a somewhat regUlar
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breeding location 5 miles wand 1.5 miles n of Bushnell (SJD). No
others were reported.
Black-necked stilt: In recent years this species has been reported
more commonly; this year 12 birds were noted. Earliest were 2 at
NPNWR on 25 Apr (AKe). Up to 3 were at unspecified locations in
Sheridan Co. 8-21 May (LMa), and 2 were at Gering SL on 19 May
(AKe). At a regular breeding location near mile marker 106 on
Highway 2, 5 were seen 1 May (JMo).
American Avocet: Earliest were 1 at Tekamah SL on 12 Apr (JoJ),
another at sinninger Lagoon WPA on 13 Apr (SJD), and 6 at CLNWR
the same day (LMa). Best counts were 46 at NPNWR on 9 May (LKO)
and an outstanding 85 at Ayr L on 27 Apr (SJD). This species is
rather common in the Rainwater Basin during migration, but none
were noted there during May at a time when nesting might be
suspected. Latest in e NE was 1 at Jack Sinn SWMA on 6 May (JGu).
Greater Yellowlegs: Rather early were 4 in Phelps Co. on 17 Mar
(LRa,RHa) and 3 in the same county 18 Mar (BP,LP). Earli~st.in w
NE was 1 at CLNWR on 4 Apr (LMa). Best count was 45 at Slnnlnger
Lagoon WPA on 2 Apr (JoJ), while last were 3 at CLNWR on 9 May
(MFr,LMa).
Lesser Yellowlegs: Earliest were 3 at Sandpiper WPA on 19 Mar (JoJ)
and 1 at DeSoto Bend NWR on 27 Mar (JoJ). In w NE earliest were
singles at CLNWR (MFr) and NPNWR (LMa) on 1 Apr. Best counts were
moderate: 22 at CLNWR on 25 Apr (LMa) and 20 in s Lancaster Co.
on 7 May (LEi), the latter the latest birds in e NE also. Few
were reported in May; latest in w NE were 3 at CLNWR on 17 May
(LMa) .
solitary sandpiper: Earliest was 1 near Tekamah on 27 Mar (JoJ),
with details provided, a very early date and far ahead of the
next, in Cass Co. on 15 Apr (GWo,KDG). In w NE none appeared
until 25 Apr, when 1 was at CLNWR (LMa). Last were singles at
Arbor Lake WMA on 13 May (LEi) and at CLNWR on 9 May (MFr).
willet: Earliest was 1 in w Clay Co. on 15 May (SJD), and best
counts were excellent easterly counts of 50 s of Pierce on 29 Apr
(JJo) and 28 at cunningham L on 28 Apr (JoJ). Latest in e NE were
10 at Jack Sinn SWMA on 5 May (JGu).
spotted Sandpiper: Earliest were singles at Hansen Lagoon WPA on 26
Apr (SJD) and at Gering SL on 29 Apr (AKe). Best count was 21 in
Hall County at various sandbars on 14 May (LRa,RHa).
Upland sandpiper: First to appear was 1 near Harvard Marsh WPA on
26 Apr (SJD) and another 4 May in Arthur Co. (LLF). Best count
was a moderate lIon 19 May in Arthur Co. (LMa).
Whimbrel: There are only about 25 records for NE for this spring
migrant, most in May. This year 2 were reported: 1 was
photographed at Griess WPA on 27 Apr (SJD), a rather early date,
and another was found independently by 2 observers at Sandy Beach
at LM on 18 (SJD) and 19 (LMa) May.
Long-billed Curlew: Earliest were 2 at CLNWR on 4 Apr (MFr) and 1
in s sioux Co. the next day (HKH). Best count was 19 at CLNWR on
9 May (LMa). All reports were from the panhandle except for 2 w
of Valentine on 30 May (NR,IR). A report of 1 in Cass Co. on 11
May was submitted without details; this species is extremely rare
as far e as the Missouri valley, especially in spring.
HUdsonian Godwit: This was a poor year for this species, with only
about 60 birds noted, most in a large flock at Sinninger Lagoon
WPA, where 54 were seen 16 Apr (JoJ) and 41 the next day (SJD).
The only others were 1 at Harvard Marsh WPA on 14 Apr (SJD) and
3 at Theesen Lagoon WPA on 16 Apr (JoJ).
Marbled Godwit: Large flocks of migrants in the Rainwater Basin
were the first to appear; on 16 Apr 78 were at Harvard Marsh WPA
and 36 at Sinninger Lagoon WPA (JoJ), while a single was at North
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Lake Basin WMA the same day (SJD). Last in e NE was 1 at Branched
Oak Res on 3 May (LEi). In w NE 3 were at CLNWR on 23 Apr (MFr),
best count was 33 at NPNWR on 24 Apr (LKO), and last were 2
there on 3 May (LMa).
Ruddy Turnstone: Only 1 report of this uncommonly-reported migrant
was of 2 at Cunningham L on 14 May (JoJ). Its tendency to be a
later May migrant than most shorebirds may leave it
under-reported as birders switch to warblers.
sanderling: Few were reported, almost all on sandy beaches at LM;
8-24 were at sandy Beach 16-19 May (SJD,LMa). The only other
reports were of 2 on a Platte R sandbar in Sarpy Co. on 19 May
(JMo) and 3 in nw Kearney county on 29 May (LRa,RHa), a rather
late date.
semipalmated sandpiper: Earliest were 4 at Hansen Lagoon WPA on 13
Apr (SJD), followed by 40, the season's best count, at Theesen
Lagoon WPA on 16 Apr (JOJ). Last were 10 near Fort Calhoun on 24
May (JOJ) and 5 in nw Kearney County on 29 May (LRa,RHa). Only 4
were noted in w NE: 2 each at NPNWR on 27 Apr and at CLNWR on 9
May (LMa).
western sandpiper: This species appears to be more numerous in
fall; few reports were received. Two were at CLNWR on 12 Apr
(LMa) and 2 more were in Scotts Bluff Co. on 12 May (LMa), while
the only Rainwater Basin reports were a good count of 35 at
Sacramento-Wilcox WMA on 29 Apr (LRa,RHa), 1 near Ragan on 13 May
(LRa,RHa), and 4 in nw Kearney County on 29 May (LRa,RHa).
Least sandpiper: Few were reported; earliest were singles at Hansen
Lagoon WPA on 1 Apr (SJD) and Theesen Lagoon WPA on 2 Apr
(JoJ,GeJ). Best count was only 12, in Scotts Bluff Co. on 4 May
(LMa). Latest were 7 on sand bars in Hall County on 14 May
(LRa,RHa).
White-rumped sandpiper: Also little-reported this spring, 1 was
very early at Hansen Lagoon WPA on 19-20 Apr (SJD), 5 were at
Jack Sinn SWMA on 1 May (JoJ), also rather early, and, more
typically, 30 were near Fort Calhoun on 24 May (JoJ) and 70 in nw
Kearney County on 29 May (LRa,RHa). None were noted in w NE,
where it is probably less common than in e NE.
Baird's sandpiper: Earliest were 8 at Funk Lagoon WPA and 8 in nw
Kearney County on 17 Mar (LRa,RHa). Best count was 75 in Adams
Co. on 23 Apr (WRS), and latest were 3 in nw Kearney County on 29
May (LRa,RHa).
Pectoral sandpiper: possibly one of the poorest recent years for
this species, few passed through the Rainwater Basin
(SJD,LRa,RHa), with only 11 birds reported from that area. On 17
Mar a single in nw Kearney county was the earliest for the state.
Best count was only 15, near Fort Calhoun on 24 May (JoJ), also
latest for the state. The only report from w NE was of 1 near
Scottsbluff on 27 Apr (AKe).
Dunlin: Earliest were 5 at Hansen Lagoon WPA on 13 Apr (SJD), also
the best count, and latest was 1 on Platte R sandbars in e Sarpy
Co. on 23 May (JMo). None were noted w of the Rainwater Basin.
stilt sandpiper: This species also was present in rather poor
numbers. Best count was only 11, w of Raymond on 13 May (LEi).
Earliest were 3 at Harvard Marsh WPA on 25 Apr (SJD) and latest
was 1 in nw Kearney county on 29 May (LRa,RHa). The only w NE
reports were of 1-3 at NPNWR 6-9 May (LMa).
Buff-breasted Sandpiper: A poor year for this species also, with
only 35 reported in 2 groups: 7 were near Nelson on 9 May (SJD)
and 28 were in ec Adams Co. the next day (SJD). Most migrants
pass through the Rainwater Basin.
Short-billed Dowitcher: None were reported, despite excellent
coverage of e NE and the Rainwater Basin, and despite good
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numbers of the next species.
LOng-billed Dowitcher: One of the few shorebird species in good
numbers this spring, best counts were 107 at Sinninger Lagoon WPA
on 27 Apr (SJD) , and 75 were estimated in c NE around the LM area
on 4 May (LLF). Earliest were 5 in nw Kearney County on 19 Mar
(LRa,RHa). Lates~ were 20 at C~ ~n 17 May (LMa).
common snipe: Earl1est was 1 at Pra1r1e Dog Marsh WPA on 1 Apr
(LRa,RHa). Latest in e NE',where nesting is virtually unkn~wn,
was 1 at Shoemaker Island 1n Hall Co. on 5 May (LLF). Nest1ng
was noted in s Sioux Co. by the end of the period (HKH).
American Woodcock: Earliest were at Arbor Day Farm (LLF) and at
Wehrspann L (NR,IR) on 12 Mar. A few continue to occupy
territory as far w as the Hike-Bike Trail in Kearney Co., where
1-2 were noted 15-19 Mar (LRa,RHa,LMa,NR).
wilson's Phalarope: Good numbers were reported, with best counts
200 at University L on 18 Apr (HKH), 274 at CLNWR on 9 May
(LMa) , 52 at Sacramento-Wilcox WMA on 29 Apr (LRa,RHa), and 50
at Funk Lagoon WPA on 6 May (JoJ,GeJ). One observer, however, in
e NE (LEi) noted only 3 for the period in Lancaster Co. Earliest
for the state were 5 at Eppley Airfield, Douglas Co., on 11 Apr
(BP,LP), and latest in eNE, where nesting is rare, but to be
considered at such a late date, was 1 at Arbor Lake WMA on 21 May
(LEi) .
Red-necked Phalarope: None were reported.
Franklin's Gull: Earliest were 3 at Branched Oak Res on 20 Mar
(JGu) , followed by 12 at Standing Bear L on 28 Mar (JoJ). First
in w NE was 1 which appeared in Scotts Bluff Co. on 9 Apr (LMa).
Best count was the "thousands" which moved through the Rainwater
Basin on 23 Apr (SJD)i 1000 were over Syracuse on 26 Apr (LLF)
and 1000 were over Lincoln on 7 May (SJD). Latest were a single
at LM on 19 May (LMa) and 100 at L Babcock the same day
(LRa,RHa), although a very late straggler was in Kearney County
29 May, described as an immature (LRa,RHa).
Little Gull: A bona-fide rarity was an adult, the first state
record, detected at Wehrspann L on 26 Apr by Joel Jorgenson and
seen later by others (GeJ,WRS). This bird was with Bonaparte's
Gulls and was seen at close range for some time. Unfortunately it
did not stay overnight.
Bonaparte's Gull: Good numbers passed through, including best
counts of 60 at Cunningham L on 11 May (BP,LP) and 59 there 9 Apr
(JoJ). Earliest for this mainly e-half-of-NE migrant were 3 at
Cunningham L on 6 Apr (JoJ) , and latest were 6 at LM on 18 May
(SJD). Westerly were 3 at NPNWR on 27 Apr (LMa) , the only w NE
sighting.
Ring-billed Gull: Early migrants (a few overwinter at suitable
locations) were 18 at NPNWR on 9 Mar (LMa) , 65 at Omadi Bend WMA
on 12 Mar (BFH) , and, best count in eNE, 350 at Pawnee SRA and
Branched Oak Res the same day (LEi). Best count was in w NE, with
1560 at NPNWR on 28 Mar (LKo). Latest in e NE were in Cass Co. on
31 May (GWo,KDG).
California Gull: Spring is the low point in terms of numbers of
this species at LMi most apparently move through in April.
Earliest were 3 adults at LM on 5 Mar (WRS). Best count was 82
there on 22 Apr, all adults (WRS) , but most had gone by MaYi only
a single adult was located 16-19 May (LMa,SJD). On 27 May,
however, 3 adults were found (BP,LP).
Herring Gull: Usually fewer than Ring-billed, best count was 125 at
Pawnee SRA and Branched Oak Res on 12 Mar (LEi), a day later than
the earliest, 3 at Cunningham L (NR,IR), where 1-3 were seen
during the first half of Mar (JoJ). Only 1 was reported from w
NE, at NPNWR on 20 Apr (LMa). At LM on 22 Apr 35 were seen, about
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half immatures, including 1 still in a very dark juvenile-like
plumage (WRS). Latest in c and e NE was 1 below the Harlan county
Res dam (LRa,RHa). Other 1st-year birds, 1-2, were at LM 17-19
May (SJD,LMa).
Thayer's Gull: A 1st-year bird at LM 22-23 Apr appeared to the
observer to be the same bird which had wintered there (WRS). This
is the latest NE spring record to date.
Lesser Black-backed Gull: An adult was at Branched Oak Res 12 Mar,
and possibly as early as 5 Mar (JMo) and another, or the same,
was there 9-10 Apr (NR,IR,JoJ). If these were indeed different
birds, they are the 4th and 5th NE records, all since 1992.
Glaucous-winged Gull: Along with Little Gull, this species became
the 2nd gUll species new to the NE list this spring, pending
Records Committee approval. A 1st-year bird at LM on 12 Apr was
identified by an expert California birder (Don Roberson fide JGu)
and seen again 15 Apr (RCR fide JGu). There are 3 Colorado
records on the ne plains, including 2 in the period 31 Mar-19 Apr
(Andrews and Righter 1992, Colorado Birds).
Glaucous Gull: The only report was of a silvery-grey immature at LM
on 5 Mar and 22 Apr (WRS). This bird was especially carefully
identified on the latter date, as the observer was aware of the
reported presence of a same-age Glaucous-winged Gull. The
immature Glaucous Gull appeared to be the same bird that had
wintered (WRS).
Caspian Tern: The only report from w NE was of 1 at NPNWR on 28 May
(LMa). Elsewhere, earliest was a single at Branched Oak Res on 27
Apr (SJD), while best count and latest were 9 there on 27 May
(JGu) .
Common Tern: This uncommon and sometimes hard-to-identify species
was found at 2 locations only: an early bird in Cass Co. on 27
Apr (GWo,KDG), and 2 adults at LM 16-18 May (SJD,LMa).
ForF.ter's Tern: Earliest was rather early at wildwood WMA on 9 Apr
(JOJ), well ahead of the next, a single at CLNWR on 21 Apr (MFr).
Best count was 132 at LM on 18 May (SJD). Latest in e NE was 1 in
Lancaster Co. on 12 May (LEi), while in c NE 2 were in Hall
County 14 May (LRa,RHa).
Least Tern: Earliest was a migrant at Cunningham L on 8 May (JoJ),
an early date. Other reports were from probable breeding
locations; 2 were on the Platte R near Schramm SRA on 15 May
(BP,LP), 2-4 were at Two Rivers SRA/WMA on 17-20 May (BP,LP,LMa),
and 1 was on the Platte R in n Saunders Co. on 21 May (THO).
Black Tern: Earliest were 3 at Funk Lagoon WPA on 6 May (LRa,RHa).
In w NE, first was 1 at NPNWR 11 May (LMa). Best count was 1300
at Sutherland Res on 17 May (SJD). Latest in e NE were 30 at
Stagecoach L on 21 May (LEi), while in c NE 7 were in nw Kearney
County on 29 May (LRa,RHa).
White-winged Dove: Another 1st NE record, pending Records Committee
approval, was provided by a single bird of this species which
visited the Larry Malone feeder in Scottsbluff 15-21 Apr and was
photographed (LMa,AKe); possibly the same bird was seen a few
miles w on 1 May (fide AKe). There are about 10 Colorado records,
most on the ne plains; these records are in the period 29 Mar-23
Nov (Andrews and Righter, op. cit.). There was a possible
sighting 3 Jul 1988 near Cozad (Kaufman 1988, NBR 56:54).
Mourning Dove: Arrivals in areas where wintering rarely occurs were
in s Sioux Co. on 20 Mar (HKH) and at James Ranch on 23 Mar
(SLe). None appeared in Dixon Co. until 18 Apr (JJo).
Black-billed Cuckoo: Earliest were singles at Neale Woods 10 and 12
May (JoJ), rather early dates. The only other reports were of
singles at FF 27 May (WRS) and near West Point 28 May (LEi).
Numbers of this species are rather low.
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yelloW-billed Cuckoo: There were only 3 reports, all from the lower
Missouri R valley: First was a single in a Bellevue yard 10 May,
a rather early date (BP,LP), followed by 1 at Schramm SRA on 15
May (JMo) and another at Hummel Park on 24 May (NR,IR).
Barn owl: This species is rare in eNE, and so 1 at the Dale
pearson farm in nw Wayne Co. 18 May was unexpected (JJo). At a
known nesting location, CLNWR, 2-3 were noted 12 Apr (LMa), a
rather early date, and 10 May (MFr).
Eastern Screech-OWl: A count of 6 was made at NPNWR 9 May (LKo).
Burrowing OWl: Earliest were 1 at CLNWR on 5 Apr (MFr) and another
in s sioux Co. 8 Apr (HKH). The e edge of the regular breeding
range is probably the e edge of the Rainwater Basin; 2 were at a
prairie dog town s of Geneva on 27 Apr (SJD).
Barred owl: None were reported n of Schramm SRA (JMo) or w of
Burchard Lake WMA (WRS,BP,LP).
Long-eared OWl: The only report was of 2 flushed from conifers at
Sacramento-Wilcox WMA on 25 Mar (LRa,RHa).
Short-eared OWl: Although some winter, 6 at Cunningham L on 10 Mar
(NR,IR) were likely migrants, as were 1-2 at the Hike-Bike Trail
in Kearney Co. on 15- 17 Mar (LRa,RHa,BP,LP). Latest were 2 at
Hansen Lagoon WPA on 24 Apr (SJD). Grassy areas at Rainwater
Basin marshes and lagoons provide excellent habitat for migrants,
easily viewed at dusk.
Northern Saw-whet OWl: None were reported.
common Nighthawk: Extremely early, but not unprecedented, was 1 at
CLNWR on 18 Apr (MFr); next in w NE was there 17 May (LMa). In e
NE first was in Omaha on 11 May (NR,IR). No large concentrations
were noted.
Common poorwill: Rather early was 1 near Ash Hollow SHP on 5 May
(JoJ); 6 were there 17 May (SJD). First in w NE was s Gering on
15 May (AKe). There were no other reports.
Chuck-willis-widow: Reports came from the northernmost and
westernmost outposts of the range; 1-2 were se Blair 13-14 May
(JoJ), and 1 was in n Saunders Co. w of Morse Bluff 19-21 May
(THo,JoJ). Nesting has been known in this area since 1983.
Whip-poor-will: Earliest was 1 at Schramm SRA on 11 May (JMo). It
seems that this species is most common in areas where the
preceding occurs also, except for ne NE; 5 were se Blair 14 May
(JoJ), and up to 14 were in n Saunders Co. 17-21 May
(JoJ,THo,NR,IR).
chimney swift: Earliest was in Seward on 14 Apr (JGu), while in w
NE first were in s sioux Co. on 20 Apr (HKH).
White-throated Swift: First were 3 at Scotts Bluff NM on 3 May
(LMa); 12 were there on 12 May (AKe). Other reports were of 1 s
of Gering, presumably in the Wildcat Hills, on 29 May (AKe) and
another at Sowbelly Canyon on 29 May (NR,IR). This species has
been scarce in Sowbelly Canyon in recent years.
RUby-throated Hummingbird: Earliest was a male in a Bellevue yard
9 May (BP,LP); a nest was located in Schramm SRA on 22 May (JGu).
None were reported w of the Missouri R valley and Schramm SRA.
Belted Kingfisher: First arrivals at areas where overwintering is
rare included birds at James Ranch on 27 Apr (SLe) and at CLNWR
on 3 May (MFr).
Lewis' Woodpecker: The only report was of 2-3 in cottonwoods on the
grounds of Fort Robinson SP 27-28 May (NR,IR,JoJ).
Red-headed Woodpecker: Apart from 2 which wintered at Wyuka
C7meter~ (LEi), a rather rare occurrence away from the lower
Mlss~url R valley, earliest were in s sioux Co. on 17 Apr (HKH)
and ln Dakota Co. on 30 Apr (BFH).
Red-bellied Woodpecker: There were no westerly reports.
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker: An uncommon migrant, mainly in the
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Missouri R valley, 2 were seen at Arbor Day Farm 2-4 Mar; 1
female had no red (LLF), an occasional characteristic of this
species (Kaufman 1990, Advanced Birding). Another was rather
westerly and rather late in Saline Co. on 27 Apr (SJD).
Unexpected was a sighting in the Wildcat Hills of Banner Co. o~
29 Apr (AKe); the observer did not note whether the possibility
of Red-naped Sapsucker, probably equally likely at that location;
was eliminated. Yellow-bellied Sapsucker is rare in w NE; it is
considered accidental in nearby ne Colorado (Andrews and Righter,
op. cit.)
Northern Flicker: Earliest "Yellow-shafted" at James Ranch, where
wintering is rare, was seen 6 Apr, the last on 13 May (SLe),
suggesting migratory movement. First (ssp.) at CLNWR was 1 Apr
(MFr). A flock of 25 "Yellow-shafted" presumed migrants was at
Indian Cave SP 26 Mar (WRS). Last wintering "Red-shafted" were
near Gibbon in mid-Apr (LRa,RHa).
Olive-sided Flycatcher: There were only 2 reports, including 1
without details at CLNWR 6 May (MFr); this is a rare migrant in
w NE, and this is the earliest date ever. The other was more
routine, 1 at FF 18 May (BP,LP).
Western Wood-Pewee: Earliest was at CLNWR on 7 May (MFr), second
earliest ever, and far ahead of the next, at Gering Cemetery on
12 May (AKe). Best count was 6 at NPNWR on 28 May (LMa). Easterly
was 1 in the Valentine City Park 30 May (NR,IR); in this area
songs should be carefully evaluated due to the possibility of
hybridization with the next species.
Eastern Wood-Pewee: All reports were from, or close to, the
Missouri R valley; first were in Cass Co. 8 May (GWo,KDG) and at
Arbor Day Farm 12 May (LLF).
Yellow-bellied Flycatcher: There were 3 reports: singles were
well-described at FF on 24 May and at Schramm SRA 30 May (BP,LP),
while a sighting without details was from Cass Co. 24 May
(GWo,KDG).
Acadian Flycatcher: None were reported; this species often may not
arrive until June.
Alder Flycatcher: A total of 9 were found, all in se NE as
expected. Earliest (singing) was at Schramm SRA on 22 May (JMo),
and last was another there 30 May (JMo).
willow Flycatcher: Earliest was rather early on 10 May at Wyuka
cemetery (LEi). Possibly summer residents were singing birds at
Arbor Day Farm 24 and 30 May (LLF), 2 near West Point 28 May
(LEi), 1 near Gibbon on 28 May (LRa,RHa) and 2 at
Sacramento-wilcox WMA on 29 May (LRa,RHa). A single w NE report
was of 2 at NPNWR on 28 May (LMa).
Least Flycatcher: Earliest for this statewide migrant, probably the
most common Empid in NE, were singles at Arbor Day Farm 1 May
(LLF) and at Neale Woods 2 May (JoJ). First in w NE was at CLNWR
16 May (LMa). Best count was 10 at FF on 13 May (KCR) and 9 in
Dixon Co. the same day (JJo). Birds were still moving through 31
May (LLF).
Cordilleran Flycatcher: The only report was of 1 at NPNWR on 11 May
(LMa). Limited data indicate spring migration of this species in
w NE occurs in the period 10-31 May.
Eastern Phoebe: Earliest were in eNE, singles at Indian Cave SP 16
(LLF) and 18 (JGu) Mar, about on schedule. In w NE however, first
was at James Ranch on 11 May (SLe), a rather late arrival date,
although first at CLNWR arrived 16 May (LMa).
say's Phoebe: Earliest was s of Gering 1 Apr (AKe), and, the only
report e of the panhandle, 1 at Sacramento-wilcox WMA the same
day (LRa,RHa). Best count was 5 at CLNWR on 25 Apr (LMa).
Great Crested Flycatcher: Earliest was at Neale Woods 2 May (JoJ),
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with best count only 6 in n Saunders Co. on 21 May (THo). None
appeared in w NE until 29 May, when 1 was in Sowbelly Canyon
(NR,IR) .
cassin's Kingbird: The only reports were of 2-5 s of 1-80 exit 1 in
Kimball Co. 26-27 May (JoJ,GeJ,BP,LP), 2 at Crawford on 28 May
(JoJ,GeJ), and 1 n of Sowbelly Canyon 29 May (NR,IR). These are
not particularly early dates.
western Kingbird: Earliest was in w NE at CLNWR 25 Apr (LMa,MFr),
while in c NE first was in Clay Co. 2 May (SJD) , with birds
reaching Dixon Co. 13 May (JJo). Best count was 49 in Morrill and
Box Butte Cos. 12 May (LMa).
Eastern Kingbird: Earliest was in e NE near Blair on 4 May (JoJ) ,
while first in w NE was in s sioux Co. on 7 May (HKH). Best count
was 22 in Dixon Co. on 13 May (JJo).
Horned Lark: Best count was 62 at CLNWR on 12 Apr, presumably
breeders (LMa).
purple Martin: None were reported w of Buffalo County (LRa,RHa).
Earliest were at Zorinsky L on 6 Apr (JoJ) and in Cass Co. 8 Apr
(GWo,KDG). Best count was 22 in Sarpy Co. on 13 May (NR,IR).
Tree swallow: Earliest were 3 at Summit Res SRA on 25 Mar (JoJ) , a
rather early date, and in Seward Co. 1 Apr (LEi). First in w NE,
where the species has become rather common in some areas, were 5
at CLNWR on 7 Apr (MFr). Best count was "several hundred" at
Harlan county Res on 9 Apr (LRa,RHa). None were reported after 10
May.
Violet-green Swallow: The only reports were of up to 4 in Sowbelly
Canyon 28-29 May (NR,IR,JoJ,GeJ).
Northern Rough-winged Swallow: Earliest were in w NE, 2 at
Scottsbluff on 2 Apr (LMa) , while in e NE 2 were at FF on 8 Apr
(BP,LP). Best counts were 135 in Dixon Co. on 13 May (JJo) and 90
at NPNWR on 28 May (LMa).
Bank Swallow: Earliest were in Cass Co. on 18 Apr (GWo,KDG), and,
in w NE, several pairs at University L on 25 Apr (HKH). Best
counts were 100 in Sarpy Co. on 1 May (KCR) and 44 at CLNWR on 9
May (LMa).
Cliff Swallow: Earliest were singles at Funk Lagoon WPA on 15 Apr
(LRa,RHa), at Cunningham L on 18 Apr (JoJ) , and, in w NE, at
NPNWR on 29 Apr (AKe). Best count was 740 at LM on 19 May (LMa).
Barn Swallow: Earliest were 3 in n Saunders Co. on 15 Apr (THo), 3
at Funk Lagoon WPA the same day (LRa,RHa), and 2 in Scotts Bluff
Co. on 20 Apr (LMa). Best counts were 190 at CLNWR on 17 May
(LMa) and "hundreds", both in S Sioux Co. on 1 May (HKH) and at
Funk Lagoon WPA on 29 Apr (LRa,RHa).
Blue Jay: The first noted at James Ranch was at the feeders 11 May
(SLe) , although 2 were at CLNWR on 5 Apr (MFr). Are these birds
resident in these w NE areas where populations are still low, or
are summering birds absent in winter?
Pinyon Jay: The feeder birds at James Ranch were last seen 21 May
(SLe). The only other reports were of 16 in Monroe Canyon on 28
May (JoJ,GeJ) and 1 in smiley Canyon 28 May (NR,IR).
Black-billed Magpie: Rather easterly reports included 1 at Branched
Oak Res 18 Mar (LEi), where individuals have appeared during
winter in recent years, 5 in Dixon Co. on 13 May (JJo) , and 2
near Norfolk on 30 May (LLF); the latter 2 reports in May mark
the extreme e edge of the breeding range, as do reports of up to
4 along the Republican R in Franklin County in Apr and on 7 May
(LRa,RHa) .
American Crow: Best count was a moderate 60 in the Rainwater Basin
17 Mar (LMa).
carolina. Chickadee: An intriguing and carefully-considered report
of a b1rd singing the supposedly diagnostic 4-part song was heard
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and seen at Arbor Day Farm 24 Mar, although plumage characters
could not be seen well (LLF). There have been reports in the past
from FF (Bray et al., 1986, Birds of Nebraska), but this species
is not as yet accepted on the NE list; the nearest populations
are in se Kansas, but are generally considered to be sedentary.
Tufted Titmouse: A single at Wilderness Park on 21 May was the
first the observer had seen in the area (LEi). Lancaster Co.
marks the w extent of regular breeding, although numbers are
apparently very low there.
Red-breasted Nuthatch: Very scarce in e NE this winter, the only
report was of the last bird at Seward on 29 Apr (JGu). Other
reports were from w NE locations where the species is resident,
including a good count of 14 in Carter Canyon on 7 May (LMa); one
carrying nesting material was noted in the Wildcat Hills (LMa).
Pygmy Nuthatch: Reports indicated the probable se extent of the
breeding range: 1 was at Carter Canyon 7 May (LMa) , and 3-4 were
at Chadron SP 1 May (JMo) and 28 May (NR,IR). There no confirmed
breeding records away from sioux Co., however.
Brown creeper: Latest apparent winter visitor in e NE was 1 in
Dixon Co. on 18 Apr (JJo). Sightings in May strongly suggest
nesting; a male was feeding a female at FF 10 May (BP,LP), a
regular breeding location, while a singing bird at Schramm SRA 18
May in riverside woods (JMo), habitat like that used at FF, is
suggestive. Intriguing also was a report from Cass Co., but
without details, of 1 on 18 May (GWo,KDG). Breeding may also
occur on the Pine Ridge, where 2 were at Chadron SP as late as 28
May (NR, IR) .
Rock Wren: Earliest were in s sioux Co. 27 Apr (HKH) and 1 at
Kingsley Dam on 29 Apr (JMo) , the latter towards the edge of the
regular range.
Carolina Wren: Westerly reports included 1 singing in Geneva 14 Apr
(SJD) , another, the only local sighting of the season, at
Wilderness Park on 22 Apr (LEi), and 1 in n Saunders Co. on 19
May (NR,IR). Nesting was successful in Sarpy and Cass Cos., where
fledged broods of up to 5 were being fed by adults 11 and 17 May
(JoJ,JGU,BP,LP,SJD).
Bewick's Wren: No more than a casual spring migrant in se NE, 1 was
seen at Geneva 15 Apr (SJD). Unfortunately it did not remain
there.
House Wren: Earliest were in eNE, with 1 at FF on 15 Apr (KCR). In
w NE first was much later, with singles in S Sioux Co. (HKH) and
at NPNWR (LMa) on 5 May. Best counts were 21 in Dixon Co. on 13
May (JJo) and 16 at CLNWR on 17 May (LMa).
Winter Wren: Two reports from FF were of single birds in the periOd
24 Mar (KCR) through 8 Apr (KCR,BP,LP), and 1 was at Indian Cave
SP 26 Mar (WRS). All may have been winter visitors.
Sedge Wren: None were found w of Buffalo Co., where up to 4 were
heard at one location near Gibbon 10-29 May (LRa,RHa), the latter
the latest date. Earliest were 2 at Summit Lake SRA on 30 Apr
(JoJ) and 1 at Holmes L the same day (LEi). Best count was an
excellent 15 at Arbor Lake WMA on 7 May (LEi). Most spring birds
appear to be migrants; most nesting may not occur until late
summer and may involve so-far-unsuccessful nesters returning
southward.
Karsh Wren: Earliest was extremely early at CLNWR on 1 Apr (MFr),
about the 3rd earliest ever; such birds may have wintered in the
North Platte R valley nearby. Next in w NE were 7 at the same
place 25 Apr (LMa). These birds may be a different species, or at
least sing a different song from those in e NE; a "western" song
was heard at Lewellen 30 Apr (JMo). The dividing line is in the
O'Neill area in ne NE (Kroodsma 1988, NBR 56:40). In e NE
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earliest was 1 at Mallard Haven WPA on 20 Apr (SJD) and latest
were singles at Arbor Lake WMA 11 May (LEi) and in Dixon Co. 12
May (JJo). Nesting is irregular in se NE.
Golden-crowned Kinglet: Few were reported. Last in e NE was in
omaha 12 Apr (NR,IR), while in w NE last was at CLNWR on 24 Apr
(MFr) .
RUby-crowned Kinglet: Migrants were recorded in e NE in the period
30 Mar at FF (BP,LP) through 28 May at Gibbon (LRa,RHa), the
latter a rather late date. Best count was 12 in n Saunders Co. on
22 Apr (THo). In w NE the 2 birds reported were at CLNWR on 6 May
(MFr) and in Scottsbluff on 27 May (AKe), the latter rather late.
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher: Numbers decline rapidly nand w of Douglas
co., thus of interest~ere 1 a~ Camp Merrill in n Saunders Co. 11
May (NR,IR), another ~n sw Sal~ne Co. on 2 May (SJD), and 2, the
only local sighting for the season, at Wilderness Park on 21 May
(LEi). Earliest was record early in Cass Co. on 8 Apr (GWo,KDG),
followed distantly by 3 at FF on 2 May (BP,LP). Prior earliest
arrival date was 12 Apr. A good count was 5 in Hummel Park on 8
May (JoJ).
Eastern Bluebird: There were several w NE reports at the edge of
the range; 2 were at the James Ranch feeder 11 Mar through 31 May
(SLe), a very early arrival in the panhandle, where wintering is
rare. spring migrants arrived in w NE on 29 Apr, when 5 were at
CLNWR (MFr); a pair was at Chadron SP on 1 May (JMo), and 2 males
arrived in s sioux Co. on 8 May and a pair was there 25 May
(HKH). In Dundy Co. 4 arrived 30 Apr (LMa). Earliest spring
migrants in e NE were 2 at Arbor Day Farm on 14 Mar (LLF).
Mountain Bluebird: The first returning migrants were 20 which
appeared s of Gering on 2 Mar; 40 were there 20 Mar (AKe). At
least 1 pair was at nest boxes at James Ranch by 10 Mar (SLe). A
tardy spring migrant was at CLNWR 25 Apr (MFr). None were
reported e of the panhandle.
Townsend's Solitaire: Rather easterly for the date were 2 at NNF in
Thomas Co. on 4 May (LLF). summering is rare in NE, and so 3
somewhat late in West Hat Creek Canyon 20 May (SJD) were of
interest.
veery: Most migrant veeries in NE are likely of the western darker
race salicicolus, which breeds e to Minnesota (American
ornithologists' Union 1957, Checklist of North American Birds,
5th Edition); these birds can be easily overlooked as
Gray-cheeked or even Swainson's Thrushes, whereas the rusty-
orange eastern fuscescens is rare but easier to identify. Two
birds of the w race were at FF 14 May, identified by call notes
as Veeries (WRS). other reports without sUbspecies information
were from Arbor Day Farm 2 May (LLF), Neale Woods on 9 May (JoJ),
Cass Co. on 11 May (GWO,KDG), and FF the same day (BP,LP). None
were reported further w.
Gray-cheeked Thrush: This species appeared in good numbers relative
to recent years, with a total of about 24 reported, none w of
Saunders Co. (THo). Earliest was at Schramm SRA on 6 May (JMo),
no more than 2 were reported anyone day, and latest was in n
Saunders Co. on 18 May (NR,IR).
Swainson's Thrush: A very good year for this statewide migrant
also, with best counts 20 at FF on 11 May (BP,LP) and in w NE 15
at CLNWR on 7 May (LMa). Earliest was in Hormel Park on 2 May
(LEi) and latest were in s sioux Co. on 31 May (HKH) and 1 at
Wyuka Cemetery 29 May (LEi).
Her~i~ Thrush: This uncommon migrant (and occasional winter
Vls~tor) was noted in the Missouri R valley 11 Apr at Arbor Day
F~rm (~LF) through 2 May at Dodge Park (JoJ), with only about 4
blrds ~n total. Migrants are rare in w NE, and are probably of
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the Rocky Mountains race auduboni; a report without details was
of at least 1 in s Sioux Co. 7-10 May (HKH).
Wood Thrush: This species was noted by more observers this spring
than in recent years; most northwesterly were 1 in n Saunders Co.
19 May (NR,IR) and another in Saline Co. 9 May (SJD). Earliest
were singles at Dodge Park and Neale Woods on 2 May (JoJ) and
best counts 4 at both FF on 20 May (LMa) and DeSoto Bend NWR 16
May (JoJ).
American Ro~in: Earliest in w NE was in Scotts Bluff Co. 5 Mar
(LMa), probably wintering, while migrants were at James Ranch 23
Mar (SLe) and CLNWR 1 Apr (MFr). Best count was 150 in Dixon Co.
on 9 Apr (JJo).
Varied Thrush: No report was received ragarding the departure date
for the wintering bird in omaha, which was present at least until
31 Mar (see Winter Report).
Gray Cat~ird: Very early were 2 at CLNWR on 6 Apr (MFr); these may
have wintered n of their regular winter range. Earliest in e NE
were 2 near Platte River SP on 4 May (JMo), and in w NE 12 were
in s sioux Co. on 7 May (HKH).
Northern Hocking~ird: Most leave in winter and return during April
and May. Earliest were 1 at Geneva 19 Apr (SJD) and, in w NE, 1
in s sioux Co. on 14 May (LMa). These birds pop up statewide,
but seem to be most often found in se and the w half of NE.
Brown Thrasher: One in an Omaha yard 8 Mar probably wintered, as 1
was in the same yard until Dec (NR,IR). Migrants appeared 11 Apr
at Arbor Day Farm (LLF), rather early, and at Chet Ager Nature
Center (LEi) and n Saunders Co. (THo) on 22 Apr. In w NE, first
were in sioux Co. on 1 May (HKH) and in Scotts Bluff Co. the same
day (LMa). Best count was 33 in Dixon Co. on 13 May (JJo).
American Pipit: Earliest was in Cass Co. 29 Mar (GWo,KDG), followed
by 2 nw of Wakefield on 9 Apr (JJo). Best count was 35 at Clear
Creek WMA on 6 May (JoJ). Last was a rather late bird at LM 17
May (SJD).
Sprague's Pipit: Observers are figuring out how to find these
birds, as several were reported this spring, all in the period
15-30 Apr. All but 1 were in ec NE: 1 was at a sod farm in
Lancaster Co. 15 Apr (JMo), possibly the same location another
was seen 30 Apr, at South 1st and Denton in Lincoln (LEi), and 2
were in a prairie dog town 3 mi s of Geneva on 27 Apr (SJD). The
other sighting was of 1 in an alfalfa field at Clear Creek WMA on
22 Apr (WRS).
Cedar Waxwing: Best counts were 47 in n Saunders Co. on 29 Apr
(THo) and 20 as late as 26 May in Mitchell (LSc). Latest were in
Cass Co. through 31 May (GWo,KDG) and 6 were at West Point on 28
May (LEi). Most egg dates are in late June and early July for
this species.
Northern Shrike: surprisingly, the only reports were from c and e
NE; 1 was rather far se at Cunningham Lon 10 Mar (NR,IR), while
singles were in Kearney County on 18 Mar (LRa,RHa) and Phelps
county on 19 Mar (LRa,RHa).
Loggerhead Shrike: Earliest in e NE were in Kearney Co. on 17 Mar
(LMa), and 2 near Seward the same day (JGu), while in w NE first
was in s Sioux Co. on 3 Apr (HKH). By 12 May, 14 were counted in
Cheyenne and Morrill Cos. (LMa).
Bell's Vireo: The only reports were from e and eNE, and were
rather late in arriving: the first were "some" in Merrick county
19 May (LRa,RHa), 1 was in Washington Co. 21 May (BP,LP), 2 were
in n Lancaster Co. the same day (LEi), and singles were near West
Point 27-28 May (LEi).
Solitary Vireo: Migrants, presumably of the eastern race
solitarius, are most common in eNE, and indeed all reports were
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from or very near the Missouri R valley. Earliest was in Sarpy
Co. on 30 Apr (KCR) , best count was 6 at FF on 11 May (BP,LP),
and last was 1 in Washington Co. on 21 May (BP,LP). Summering
birds of the Rocky Mountain race plumbeus, possibly a different
species, were in Monroe and Sowbelly Canyons 28-29 May
(JoJ,GeJ,NR,IR). Of interest was 1 at Chadron SP 28 May (NR,IR)
without details provided on its race; if plumbeus, it was a
little e of the usual range, normally w Pine Ridge canyons, and
if solitarius, a rare westerly record.
yellow-throated Vireo: All were in the Missouri R valley, where the
species is a summer resident; earliest was in Cass Co. 7 May
(GWo,KDG) and best count was 5 at FF on 13 May (BP,LP).
Warbling vireo: Earliest were 3 in Sarpy Co. on 30 Apr (KCR) and
another at Pawnee SRA the same day (WRS). In w NE earliest were
3 in s sioux Co. on 4 May (HKH). Best count was 15 in the Fremont
area on 20 May (LMa).
Philadelphia Vireo: This uncommon Missouri R valley migrant made a
good showing with 5 birds seen. Earliest was at Neale Woods on 13
May (JoJ) and latest at Schramm SRA on 30 May (JMo). Others were
at schramm SRA on 17 May (SJD,BP,LP), Fremont on 20 May (LMa) ,
and Wilderness Park on 21 May (LEi).
Red-eyed Vireo: Earliest, surprisingly, was in s sioux Co. on 5 May
(HKH); next in w NE was in Scottsbluff on 26 May (AKe). Elsewhere
first was 1 at Schramm SRA on 11 May (JMo) , and best count was 8
at Arbor Day Farm on 21 May (LLF).
Blue-winged Warbler: A good season yielded about 6 individuals,
possibly the best on record for one season. First was a male at
Indian Cave SP on 5 May (TKI) , followed by 1 at Neale Woods on 8
May (JoJ) , 1 at Dodge Park on 10 May (JoJ) , 1 on North Stream
Trail at FF 12-17 May (BP,LP,SJD), 1 at Neale Woods on 17 May
(JoJ) , and another in Child's Hollow at FF on 24 May (BP,LP).
Golden-winged Warbler: This species has become relatively numerous
the past few years, including the banner year of 1993, when about
15 were reported. This year a minimum of 12 were reported, all in
or near the Missouri R valley, n to Dodge Co., where 1 was at
Harmel Park 16 May (JGu). First was at Neale Woods on 8 May
(JoJ) , where 1-2 were present through 19 May (JoJ); best count
was 3 at FF on 13 May, where it was recorded 9-15 May (BP,LP);
1-2 were at Dodge Park 10-15 May (JoJ); 1-2 were at Schramm SRA
10-17 May (BP,LP,JMo); and singles were at Two Rivers SRA/WMA on
12 May (JGu) and Wilderness Park 13 May (fide NR), the latter the
most westerly.
Tennessee Warbler: This species occurs statewide, but most occur in
eNE, where it appeared first on 7 May at Wagontrain L (LEi),
best count was 13 at FF on 13 May (BP,LP) and last was at FF 29
May (BP,LP). until this year, there were only about 25 spring
records in the panhandle, where it is rare, but 1 was at
Scottsbluff 24 May (AKe), 3 were at Chadron SP 28 May (NR,IR),
and 3 were at NPNWR the same day (LMa). Also, in Cherry Co., 2
were at Seneca on 26 May (NR,IR) and another in Valentine 30 May(NR, IR) .
Orange-crowned Warbler: A true statewide migrant, first were at
Arbor Day Farm 25 Apr (LLF) and, in w NE, at Ponderosa WMA (LMa)
and s Sioux Co. (HKH) on 29 Apr. Best counts were 30 at LM on 6
May (JoJ) , 20 at FF on 11 May (BP,LP), and 20 at Arbor Day Farm
on 9 May (LLF). Last were in Omaha on 22 May (NR,IR) and 2 at
NPNWR on 28 May (LMa).
Nashville Warbler: All reports were from eNE, where first was at
RUlo Bluffs on 6 May (NR,IR), best count was 14 at FF on 13 May
(BP,LP), and last were 3 at FF on 21 May (LMa,KCR) and 1 the same
day in Washington Co. (BP,LP).
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Virqinia•s warbler: If approved by the Records Committee, yet 
another 1st (confirmed) state record was set by 1, 
well-described, in a yard at Morrill 22 May (ECT). The observer 
has lived in Colorado where the species was fairly common. There 
are 2 prior reports, one involving sightings of possibly more 
than 1 bird 26-29 Apr 1964 at North Platte (NBR 32:67), and the 
other an old, undated report. 
Northern Parula: Unexpected were 2 at CLNWR 15 May (MFr); this is 
only about the 10th panhandle record. Other reports were from the 
Missouri R valley, where earliest were territorial birds at FF 17 
Apr (BP,LP) and best count was 8 at FF on 13 May (BP,LP). It is 
an uncommon summer resident at least at FF; 1 was singing at 
Schramm SRA on 30 May (BP,LP) and another was at Hummel Park 24 
May (NR,IR). 
Yellow warbler: This statewide summer resident arrived first at 
Arbor Day Farm on 26 Apr (LLF) and in s Sioux Co 29 Apr (HKH). An 
indication of its abundance was a count of 85 at NPNWR on 28 May 
(LMa). Best count in e NE was 32 at FF on 13 May (BP,LP). 
chestnut-sided Warbler: This e NE migrant appeared first in 
Lincoln, also the most westerly location, on 8 May (LEi), best 
count was 4 at FF on 24 May (BP,LP), also the latest, along with 
singles the same day at Hummel Park (NR,IR) and Dodge Park (JoJ). 
Maqnolia Warbler: Relatively good numbers passed through the 
Missouri R valley, led by singles at Dodge Park (JoJ) and Schramm 
SRA (JGu) on 8 May. Best count was 3 at FF on 21 May (LMa), and 
latest was 1 at DeSoto Bend NWR on 25 May (JoJ). Most westerly 
was 1 inn Saunders Co. on 18 May (NR,IR). 
cape May Warbler: Only a casual migrant, this was a good year, with 
2-3 birds reported. Singles were at FF 10 and 12 May (BP,LP), and 
at least 1 was seen by many 19-21 May at the NOU Spring Meeting 
inn Saunders Co. (NR,IR). These are only the 6th and 7th spring 
reports since 1982. 
Black-throated Blue warbler: About the 6th record since 1983, a 
male of this casual migrant appeared at FF 29 May (SKo,JKo fide 
BP,LP). 
Yellow-rumped Warbler: Earliest were 7 in Kearney County on 16 Apr 
(LRa,RHa) and 20 ins Sioux Co. the same day (HKH). Best counts 
were in w NE, with 260 at NPNWR on 3 May (LMa) and 100 there on 
29 Apr (AKe). In e NE, best count was 75 at Willow Creek SRA on 
29 Apr (JJo). Latest in e NE were 3 in Washington Co. on 21 May 
(BP,LP) and 3 in Sarpy co. the same day (KCR). In w NE, latest 
were 12 at NPNWR on 28 May (LMa). First auduboni, thew race, was 
at James Ranch, where it is a summer resident, on 25 May (SLe); 
5, together with 1 coronata, the e race, were at Oliver Res on 26 
May (BP,LP). 
Black-throated Green Warbler: Some 10-12 were found, an average 
year, all in the Missouri R valley. First were singles at Neale 
Woods (JoJ) and Schramm SRA (JMo) on 8 May, and latest were 2 at 
Schramm SRA on 19 May (JMo,JGu). 
Blackburnian warbler: This was a good year, the 7 seen by BP and LP 
their "most ever for a spring season." A total of 25-30 were 
found; earliest at DeSoto Bend NWR on 8 May (JoJ), best count 4 
at Neale Woods on 12 May (JoJ), and latest se of Blair on 23 May 
(JoJ). It occurs rarely in the panhandle, and so 1 at Mitchell on 
24 May (LSc) was 1 of fewer than 15 such records in spring. 
Yellow-throated warbler: The small population of breeding birds at 
FF returned on 17 Apr, rather early; 3 were there 13 May (BP,LP). 
Unusual away from FF, 1 was at Neale Woods on 14-17 May (JoJ). 
Palm Warbler: This uncommon migrant was recorded 8 times, all in 
the Missouri R valley, except for 1 at Pintail WMA on 5 May 
(JoJ); it is rare away from e NE. Earliest were 2 at FF on 2 May 
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(BP,LP), and latest was 1 at Schramm SRA on 15 May (BP,LP). 
say-breasted Warbler: Rarer in spring than in fall, this species is 
currently only a casual spring migrant, although several have 
been found in recent springs. This year 2-3 were found: singles 
were at Neale Woods 10-11 May (JoJ, fide NR), and another was on 
the UNL campus 25 May (fide NR). 
slackpoll Warbler: More common in spring than fall, this was a good 
year. This species is a statewide migrant, with about 11 reported 
from w NE; earliest there was at NPNWR on 5 May (LMa) , and latest 
2 at Sowbelly Canyon (JoJ), 1 at Chadron SP (NR,IR), and 3 at 
NPNWR (LMa), all on 28 May. In e NE, earliest were singles at 
Wyuka Cemetery (LEi) and at Schramm SRA (JMo) on 6 May, best 
count was 9 at FF on 13 May (BP,LP), and latest was inn Saunders 
co. on 21 May (THO). 
cerulean Warbler: Apart from the single recorded at FF 11-17 May 
(BP,LP,NR,IR), where it has summered in recent years, more 
unusual were singles in Dixon co. on 24 May (JJo) and at Fort 
Atkinson SHP on 10 May (JoJ) , .The first in the area for 20 years 
was somewhat westerly for this species in n Saunders Co. on 27 
May (THo). 
Black-and-White Warbler: This species occurs statewide, although 
best counts were in e NE, with an excellent 14 at Dodge Park on 
10 May (JoJ). Earliest was at Arbor Day Farm 26 Apr (LLF), and 
latest in e NE, where it may no longer breed, were in n Saunders 
Co. (THo) and Washington Co. (BP,LP) on 21 May. In w NE, 1 was at 
Clear Creek WMA on 6 May (JoJ), and another was at CLNWR on 10 
May (MFr). Singles at Monroe Canyon 27 May (NR,IR) and at 
Sowbelly Canyon 29 May (NR,IR) were within the Pine Ridge 
breeding range. 
American Redstart: Earliest were 2 at Hummel Park on 8 May (JoJ), 
and, in w NE, 3 were at CLNWR on 16 May (LMa) . Best count was in 
e NE, with 12 at FF on 13 May (BP,LP). Away from the Missouri R 
valley, Pine Ridge, and Niobrara R valley, where the species 
breeds, latest were in Lancaster Co. 17 May (LEi) and in Scotts 
Bluff Co. 27 May (LMa). 
Prothonotary warbler: The only reports were from FF, where it has 
summered in recent years, and where 1-2 were present from 10 May 
(BP,LP,KCR), and Schramm SRA, where 1 was recorded 30 May (JMo). 
There are no June or July records at the latter location. 
Worm-eating Warbler: Numbers have increased in n parts of its range 
in recent years, and this was a banner year, with 3-4 noted. One 
was at Hormel Park, a northerly location, 9 May (JGu), another 
was at Dodge Park 10-11 May (JoJ, fide NR) with another, or 
possibly the same bird there 24 May (JoJ), and 1 was at Schramm 
SRA 10-11 May (JGu,fide NR). 
ovenbird: Earliest in e NE were singles at Schramm SRA (JGu) and 
Hormel Park (JGu) on 2 May, and best count was 8 at Neale Woods 
on 9 May (JoJ). Migrants arrived in w NE 15 May with 1 at CLNWR 
(MFr). This species breeds in the same areas as American 
Redstart, and so 1 in Lancaster Co. on 21 May was a migrant 
(LEi), as were singles 19 May at Hormel Park, Two Rivers SRA/WMA, 
and Schramm SRA, locations where breeding apparently does not 
occur (JGu). 
Northern waterthrush: Most numerous in e NE, excellent counts 
included 21 at Dodge Park on 10 May (JoJ) and 10 at FF on 9 May 
(BP,LP). Earliest was 1 at Crystal Cove Lon 29 Apr (BFH), and 
latest 1 at Dodge Park 19 May (JoJ). In w NE singles only were 
noted from 16 May at NPNWR (LMa) to 27 May ins Sioux Co. (HKH). 
Louisiana Waterthrush: Only 1 appeared at FF, on 15 May (BP,LP). 
Unusual was the appearance of 3 birds along the Platte R in 
Cass/Sarpy Cos.; 2 were at Platte River SP 4-14 May (JMo,JoJ), 
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and 1 was at Schramm SRA 17 May (NR,IR). In recent years
sightings have been of overshooting migrants.
Kentucky Warbler: Apart from 1 se of Blair 11 May (JoJ), reports
were from summering locations. Up to 3 were at Schramm SRA from
8 May (JMo,JGu,SJD,BP,LP), 1 was at Hummel Park 23-24 May
(JoJ,NR,IR), 1 was at Neale Woods 25 May (JoJ), and 1-2 were at
FF 24-29 May (BP,LP,NR,IR).
Mourning Warbler: Usually an uncommon migrant, this year an amazing
25-30 were reported, all from the Missouri R valley except for 1
in n Saunders Co. on 19 May (NR,IR) and another at Fremont 20 May
(LMa). Earliest was 1 at Dodge Park 9 May (JoJ), best count was
3 at Neale Woods 18 May (JoJ), and latest was 1 at FF 29 May
(JKo,SKo) .
MacGillivray's Warbler: An incredibly early report was of 1 at
CLNWR on 25 Apr (MFr); the previous earliest for the state was 5
May. Others were a male in West Hat Creek Canyon 20 May (SJD) and
1 in Monroe Canyon 28 May (JoJ).
Common Yellowthroat: Earliest was 1 in Saline Co. on 26 Apr (SJD),
and, in w NE, 1 at NPNWR on 6 May (LMa). Best count was 20 in
Dixon Co. on 13 May (JJo).
Hooded Warbler: Another southeastern species increasing in numbers
in recent years, although still rare, a banner year found 1 on
the UNL (East) campus for "a few days" prior to and including
10-11 May (JGu,JMo), 1 singing at Schramm SRA 12-16 May (JMo,
fide NR), and a male at Wilderness Park 13 May (LEi). Most
unexpected, but not unprecedented, was 1 in s sioux Co. 7-9 May
(HKH), about the 7th panhandle record.
Wilson's Warbler: A statewide migrant, most were reported from e
NE, however. Earliest were 2 at Neale Woods (JoJ), 2 at FF
(BP,LP), and 1 at Arbor Day Farm (LLF), all on 9 May. Best count
was 5 at FF on 13 May (BP,LP), and latest in e NE was 1 at
Fremont 21 May (LMa). In w NE, 1 was at NPNWR 11 May (LMa), and
last was 1 in Monroe Canyon 27 May (JoJ).
Canada Warbler: This species is a rare migrant, more often seen in
fall, and rather late. only 5 were reported, first 1 at Dodge
Park 10 May (JoJ), followed by 2 at FF on 15 May (KCR), and
singles at Neale Woods and se of Blair on 23 May (JoJ).
Yellow-breasted Chat: None were reported e of the panhandle, this
species' stronghold in NE. Earliest was 1 at CLNWR on 17 May
(LMa), and best count 4 at NPNWR on 28 May (LMa).
Summer Tanager: The northernmost regular location is Schramm SRA;
1-2 were there from 15 May (BP,LP,JMo,NR,IR). Unusual were 1 se
of Blair on 9 May (JoJ), and another nw of I-80 in Sarpy Co. on
13 May (NR, IR) .
Scarlet Tanager: All reports were from e NE. Earliest was 1 at
Schramm SRA 8 May (BP,LP), and best count was 4 there on 15 May
(BP,LP) •
Western Tanager: All reports were from the panhandle. Earliest was
at Gering 20 May (AKe) and best count at Harrison, with 5 on 27
May (NR, IR) .
Northern Cardinal: The small population recently established at
Scottsbluff continues, with 2-3 there during the period (AKe).
Rose-breasted Grosbeak: All reports were from c and e NE except for
2 seen in Scotts Bluff Co.on 27 May (AKe); this species is only
a casual spring migrant in the panhandle. In eNE, earliest were
singles at FF (NR,IR), sw Saline Co. (SJD), and Dodge Park (JoJ),
all on 2 May, while best count was 12 at Two Rivers SRA/WMA on 20
May (LMa).
Black-headed Grosbeak: Reports were from Thomas and Harlan Cos.
westward; 1 was at Seneca on 26 May (NR,IR), while of interest
was a female with a male Rose-breasted at Harlan County Res on 13
on the
(SJD) .
have
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May (LRa,RHa). Earliest was e of Scottsbluff on 10 May (AKe) , and
best count only 6, at CLNWR 13 May (MFr).
Blue Grosbeak: Less numerous in e NE than in w NE, 1 was in Cass
Co. on 12 May (GWo,KDG), and another was in Dixon Co. the same
day (JJo) with 2 there 29 May (JJo). First in w NE was a pair in
s sioux Co. on 16 May (HKH).
Lazuli Bunting: Spring migrants often appear e of the breeding
range, although nesting does occur e along the Niobrara Rj 1 was
at Seneca 26 May (NR,IR). Other reports were from the panhandle,
where earliest was s of Gering on 8 May (AKe) , and best co~nt was
8 there on 12 May (AKe). .
Indigo Bunting: Arrival for both e NE and w NE was on 10 Mayj with
singles in s sioux Co (HKH) , Wyuka Cemetery (LEi), Schramm SRA
(JMo) , and Hummel Park (JoJ). A few are found regularly in the
panhandle, where best count was 3 at Fort Robinson SP on 28 May
(NR,IR). Best count in e NE was 15 at Wilderness Park on 21 May
(LEi) .
Dickcissel: All reports were from e NEj this species is uncommon in
w NE and usually does not appear there until June or July.
Earliest was 1 in n Lancaster Co. on 7 May (LEi) and best count
19 in Sarpy Co. on 13 May (NR,IR).
Green-tailed Towhee: The only reports of this rare w NE migrant
were of 1 in s sioux Co. 14-17 May (HKH) and another in Scotts
Bluff Co. 26-27 May (LMa).
Rufous-sided Towhee: Earliest migrants appeared in Dixon Co. 28 Apr
(JJo) and in S sioux Co. the same day, with 15 birds (HKH) , best
count also. At LM 100 "surrounded" the wend 6 May (JoJ). Five
"spotted" birds were at Gibbon until 28 Apr, and "many" "eastern"
birds appeared there 28 May (LRa,RHa).
cassin's sparrow: The only report was of a migrant "singing
move" and out of breeding habitat w of Bushnell on 18 May
This is the earliest ever among few spring dates. It may
been heading for the Kilpatrick L area, the northernmost
breeding location.
American Tree Sparrow: Latest was 1 at CLNWR on 6 May (MFr) , rather
late. Best count was 55 at NPNWR on 8 Mar (LMa). Most unusual
location was 1 at Carhenge, Alliance Co. (JMo)j a new birding
hotspot?
Chipping Sparrow: Earliest was 1 at Branched Oak Res on 9 Apr
(LEi), and, in w NE, 3 were s of Gering 15 Apr (AKe). Best counts
were 35 at Arbor Day Farm on 11 May (LLF) and 30 on 15 May s of
Gering (AKe).
Clay-colored Sparrow: This statewide migrant appeared first in
Saline Co., where 3 were seen 27 Apr (SJD). Best count was 24 in
Scotts Bluff Co. on 7 May (LMa) , and latest were 7 at NPNWR on 28
May (LMa) and 1 singing near Gibbon 29 May (LRa,RHa).
Brewer's Sparrow: Rather early was 1 in s sioux Co. on 22 Apr
(HKH)j the observer noted that this species nests at the Phil
Hughson Ranch in c Sioux Co. Next were singles at CLNWR on 17 May
(LMa) and e of Gering on 19 May (AKe). The latter birds were not
at known breeding locations.
Field Sparrow: Earliest was 1 at FF on 30 Mar (BP,LP), and, in w
NE, where this species is uncommon, the only reports were of
singles at CLNWR 25 Apr and 9 May (LMa). Best count was 18 in
Dixon Co. on 13 May (JJo).
ve~per Sparrow: Earliest was at cunningham L on 7 Apr (JoJ) , and,
ln w NE, at CLNWR on 10 Apr (MFr). Best counts were 30 in Dixon
Co. on 11 Apr (JJo) and 28 in Morrill Co. on 12 May (LMa).
Lark Sparrow: Earliest by far was 1 at Sacramento-Wilcox WMA on 25
Mar (LRa, RHa) , followed by at least 1 in Cass Co. on 11 Apr
(GWo,KDG), and, in w NE, at CLNWR on 25 Apr (MFr). Best count was
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42 in Morrill Co. on 14 May (LMa). This species is more numerous
westwardly in NE.
Lark Bunting: All reports were from w NEi earliest, and best count,
were 300 "waiting in a draw for the weather to warm up" in s
Sioux Co. on 3 May (HKH).
Savannah Sparrow: Essentially a migrant in NE, earliest were 1 in
York Co. on 1 Apr (LEi), and, in w NE, 2 at CLNWR on 12 Apr
(LMa). Best count was only 12, at DeSoto Bend NWR on 30 Apr
(NR,IR). Latest was 1 in n Lancaster Co. on 21 May (LEi).
Baird's Sparrow: The only report of this very rare migrant, whose
NE status is unclear to say the least, was 1 in Dodge Co. on 14
May (DPa)i it has been submitted to the Records Committee.
Grasshopper Sparrow: Earliest were 5 at the Meat Animal Research
Center on 2 May (SJD) , and best count was only 12, in Sarpy Co.
13 May (NR,IR).
Le Conte's Sparrow: This uncommon migrant was reported only in e
NE, as expected, from 1 May at Jack Sinn SWMA (JoJ) through 20
May, with 2 in Dixon Co. (JJo). The latter date is the 3rd latest
on record.
Fox sparrow: This very early migrant was first noted 18 Mar at
Raymond cemetery (LEi) and latest was in Kearney county 16 Apr
(LRa,RHa). This species is uncommon in eNE, and so of interest
was another at Massie Lagoon WPA on 19 Mar (JoJ).
Song Sparrow: Migrants at locations where breeding is unlikely or
unknown included singles at CLNWR 28-30 Apr (MFr) and 2 in Scotts
Bluff Co. on 27 May (AKe) , a late date suggestive of nesting, and
1 at Arbor Day Farm on 12 May (LLF).
Lincoln's Sparrow: Very early was 1 near Kearney on 18 Mar
(LRa,RHa)i it may have wintered in the Platte valley. Next were
1 at Hansen Lagoon WPA on 14 Apr (SJD) and another on 22 Apr in
s Sioux Co. (HKH). Best count was only 8, in Dixon Co. on 13 May
(JJo). Latest was 1 at Hummel Park on 24 May (NR,IR).
Swamp Sparrow: All reports were from e NE. Earliest were 5 at FF on
30 Mar (BP,LP), and latest was 1 at Arbor Lake WMA on 13 May
(LEi) .
White-throated Sparrow: The only reports away from e and c NE were
of 1-2 at CLNWR on 17 and 26 May (LMa,MFr). In eNE, latest was
in a Bellevue yard 15 May (BP,LP). Best count was 45 at Arbor Day
Farm on 27 Apr (LLF) , indicating peak migrationi a few winter in
se NE.
White-crowned Sparrow: Latest in e NE were at Indian Cave SP (LLF)
and in n Saunders Co. (THo) on 14 May, and, in w NE, 2 were at
Fort Robinson SP on 28 May (NR,IR), rather late. Best count was
24 in Scotts Bluff Co. on 1 May (LMa).
Harris' Sparrow: Latest were 1 at Fort Robinson SP on 28 May (JoJ)
and "some" in Kearney county 27 May (LRa,RHa). Best count was 70
at Gibbon on 7 May (LRa,RHa).
Dark-eyed Junco: Best count was 75 in otoe Co. on 31 Mar (LLF).
Latest in e NE was at South sioux City on 1 May (BFH) , in c NE 1
was at LM on 3 May (LLF), and in w NE away from the breeding
range, 3 were s of Gering on 2 May (AKe). Interesting data was
supplied by Sandy Lemmon at James Ranch. Best count at the
feeders there was 60 on 10 Apr, mostly "white-winged" and
"slate-colored." The last "oregon" to depart was seen 30 Apr
(SLe) , while last to leave overall was a "slate-colored" on 21
May, a rather late date for this race.
McCown's Longspur: This species was "numerous" at the LeBarr Ranch
along Highway 71 in sioux Co. by 18 Apr (HKH) , and "dozens" were
along Highway 29 on 30 Apr, including a flock of 50 at Agate
(JMo). South of Kimball 6 were seen 26 May (BP,LP)i there has
been a sizeable breeding population 13 miles sand 8 w of Kimball
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for at least the last 3 years (WRS).
Lapland Longspur: Best counts were enormous; 2000 in breeding
plumage were the last in Dixon Co. on 11 Apr (JJo), while 1000
were in Dixon Co. (JJo) and at DeSoto Bend NWR (JoJ) on 5 Mar.
Latest were 2 at Ayr L on 24 Apr (SJD); there are only 3 later
dates for NE, none documented.
Chestnut-collared Longspur: This species was "numerous" at the
LeBarr Ranch in sioux Co. by 25 Mar (HKH), a rather early date
for spring arrival. Most easterly were 2 near Walgren Lake SRA on
30 May (NR,IR), a known breeding location.
Bobolink: Earliest was at Jack Sinn SWMA on 5 May (JGu). Best count
waS 13 in Dixon Co. on 10 May (JJo). Westerly reports included
2-3 at CLNWR on 17 May (LMa,MFr) and 6 at Clear Creek WMA on 19
May (LMa).
Red-winged Blackbird: Best count was 5000 at crystal Cove L on 11
Apr (BFH). Migrants were first noted in Dixon Co. on 12 Mar
(JJo), and 14 males appeared at James Ranch 2 Mar (SLe).
Eastern Meadowlark: First detected where none wintered were at
standing Bear L on 15 Mar (NR,IR), in Kearney Co. on 17 Mar
(LMa), and as far w as CLNWR on 1 Apr (MFr). At the n edge of the
sandhills 1 was in the Hay Valley near Cody on 30 May (NR,IR);
away from the Sandhills northwesterly records are rare.
Yellow-headed Blackbird: Earliest were 2 at Funk Lagoon WPA on 11
Mar (LRa,RHa), rather early, and, in w NE, first at CLNWR were 4
there on 4 Apr (LMa). Best count was 2000 in one flock at Clear
creek WMA on 22 Apr (WRS) , indicating peak migration.
Rusty Blackbird: This species is rare westwardly in NE, and so the
best count and latest sighting of 100 at Sinninger Lagoon WPA on
16 Apr (SJD) was of interest. Earliest were 7 at Cunningham on 4
Mar (NR, IR) .
Brewer's Blackbird: The only e NE report was of 20 in Dixon Co. on
30 Mar (JJo); this species winters in small numbers in sand e
NE. First in w NE was at CLNWR on 25 Apr (MFr) , and it was common
in the panhandle by 30 Apr (JMo).
Great-tailed Grackle: All reports were from its Rainwater Basin
stronghold northeastward to DeSoto Bend NWR, where 1 was seen 15
Apr (JoJ). Earliest were 9 nw of Funk Lagoon WPA on 19 Mar
(LRa,RHa) and best count 12 at Funk Lagoon WPA on 6 May
(LRa,RHa) .
Common Grackle: Earliest in w NE, where it winters only rarely, was
at Scottsbluff 14 Mar (LMa).
Brown-headed Cowbird: Rare in winter, earliest were 2 in Lancaster
Co. on 12 Mar (LEi), and, in w NE, first were at James Ranch on
13 Apr (SLe). Best count was 94 in Dixon Co. on 13 May (JJo).
Orchard Oriole: Earliest in w NE was in s Sioux Co. on 15 Apr
(HKH) , in c NE 1 was at LM on 6 May (JoJ) , a day earlier then the
first in eNE, in Cass Co. (GWo,KDG).
Northern Oriole: Earliest in e NE were in Cass Co. on 27 Apr
(GWo,KDG), and, in w NE, at CLNWR on 18 May (LMa). Best count was
15 in otoe Co. on 12 May (LLF).
Purple Finch: the only reports were of 4 in Omaha on 9 Mar (NR,IR)
and, last, in Cass Co. 23 Apr (GWo,KDG).
House Finch: Of interest was a yellow-plumaged (rather than red)
bird at James Ranch on 13 Mar (SLe); these birds occur
occasionally and may be the first adult plumage for a few males
(Bent 1968, Life Histories ••• ) Best count was 50 at Wakefield on
.28 Mar (JJo).
P1ne S~skin: Last in e NE were at wyuka cemetery on 17 May (LEi)
and J.n Washington Co. on 16 May (NR,IR). Possibly late migrants
were ~ at Valentine 30 May (NR, IR); nesting is sporadic away from
the PJ.ne Ridge, but a nesting location at the UNK campus in
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Kearney apparently persists, as birds were there through 17 May
(LRa,RHa) .
American Goldfinch: Best counts were 100+ near Gibbon on 1 Apr
(LRa,RHa) and 100 at Mitchell on 25 May (LSc); flocks occur later
than other finches due to the late nesting of this species.
Evening Grosbeak: The only report was of a pair at James Ranch on
18 May (SLe); these were likely late migrants, although summering
has occurred in recent years on the Pine Ridge.
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